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Top: JD Hare, sunset tour. CHRIS CHRISTIE PHOTO.
Middle: HIROYUKI YAMADA PHOTO.
Bottom: Snowcat sunset. GOLDIE PHOTO.
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“All work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy.”
Jack Torrance said that. Jack’s the guy in Stephen King’s novel
The Shining who moves his family into the mountains to spend a winter
in a giant, posh, empty and totally isolated mountain hotel for the winter.
Then he promptly goes on a violent rampage before freezing to death in a
hedge maze. It’s real horrorshow.
That’s not the kind of solitude we’re talking about here.
Rather, we mean the solitude to be had by stepping off the moving
sidewalk of your everyday grind and heading out into the middle of nowhere to think less and breathe more. The solitude of walking alone, just
one foot ahead of the next, for long enough that the mind can’t help but
slow down to near emptiness. Then skiing back, bombing down on the
edge of control, right to the very spot you started at.
The solitude of waking up in a tent and stepping out into a world
utterly distant from the phone calls and the brake lights and the chatter
and weight of it all. Somewhere the buzzer on the clothes dryer will never,
ever reach.
The solitude of realizing the same dumb song has been stuck in
your head for half a day because there’s not much else going on in there,
just motor skills and scenery.
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This kind of solitude is healthy, one of those perfect human states –
singular and focused yet empty, free, and laced with introspection.
This kind of solitude is not hard to find in the Coast Mountains. It
hangs between the peaks and settles down into our forests. It’s a key
part of where we live yet most of us don’t get enough of it because
solitude means leaving something behind. It means doing a bit of work.
Solitude makes us better people.
But not too much…. Too much solitude can shift gears on you, like it
did for Jack Torrance or The Mad Trapper of Rat River (Google that story,
or better yet I’ll post it on the Mountain Life website).
I’m thinking maybe it wasn’t solitude that ruined those guys – maybe
it was loneliness. Solitude is being alone without being lonely. Solitude is
a break from everyone; loneliness is having no one.
Solitude sounds like a lot more fun.

–Feet Banks

Rush Jacket - GORE–TEX® Pro Shell – exceptionally breathable, incredibly durable winter protection. arcteryx.com
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By printing on post-consumer waste paper instead of virgin fiber, this issue of Mountain Life saved 11 Trees, 2,842 Pounds of solid waste, 1,094 Gallons of water, 1,808
Pounds of greenhouse gases, 3 Cubic yards of landfill space and 1,427 Kilowatt hours
of electricity which represents 1.7 month of electric power required by the average
home. These calculations were provided by the Environmental Defence Fund.
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The Mountain Life staff talk about solitude
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Publisher/Co-Founder

Editor

Creative Director

“I haven’t spent many long stretches all alone
but some of my favourite days are skiing treelaps by myself. Sometimes you just don’t have
any friends on the hill and it’s solo missions
all day. It’s puking snow, you’re in these huge
trees getting fresh lines – those are some of the
best days of the season.”

“I wintered on a hay farm in the interior of BC
where it gets dark at 4pm and the thermometer
camps out around -30ºC for days on end. Things
get mighty quiet hunkered down on 40 acres of
empty windpacked nothingness and not a mountain in sight. Forty-eight hours alone and I started
talking with the dog. Not to the dog…with the
dog. And the conversation wasn’t half bad.”

“It’s a gift to the purist in me to be able to detox
from technology and noise. I once did four
days on the Inca Trail in the Andes and hardly
spoke to anyone. When the sun came up on
Machu Picchu on the fifth morning it was very
personal and liberating. The process of getting
there made it exponentially more rewarding.”

Jim Martinello photo.

colin Field photo.

Todd Lawson
Publisher/Photo Editor

“How many hours a year are we truly all alone?
I think we owe it to ourselves to hatch an
escape plan. Look at a map, pick a mountain,
and climb it. I make a point of getting out there
alone – time alone gives us a chance to take
a look at who we really are and the person we
want to be. In my solo time I speak out loud to
those I’ve lost in my life, just let the wind carry
my words wherever they want to go. When I
come back I’m a different person. I’m ready for
the world again.”
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Ned Morgan

Publisher/Founder

Managing Editor

“This summer I spent a big day paddling my
kayak, trolling for fish, and portaging deep into
Algonquin Park. Some of those longer portages
required walking through bear country with my
head in the seat of an upside down kayak with
a lake trout tied to the stern of the boat. In that
instance the solitude was a bit unnerving but for
me nothing beats away the clutter of life than
some solo time with nature. I come back with a
calmness that tends to leave once the reception
bars on my phone load back up.”

“Snowshoeing isn’t fast or exciting but it is
meditative and you appreciate a trail more after
you snowshoe it. It is one of the best workouts
on snow and you can get places no other mode
of transportation can take you. Once I was on
a lonely stretch of trail in a nature reserve and
it was getting near dusk when I heard wolves
howling not too far off. I turned back. This
is their zone, I said to myself. I don’t want to
wreck their solitude. I don’t want to get eaten,
either.”

Mountain Life victorious at the Western
Magazine Awards

The Leader in Boot Liner Technology

We weren’t really expecting to win.
Well, I was pretty confident but I think the rest of the team was as
surprised as they were stoked to hear our name called at the Western
Magazine Awards in mid-June.
“Magazine of the Year BC/Yukon…Mountain Life: Coast Mountains.”
(I think there were also a few people surprised that a mag with the word
“Mountains” occurring twice out of four words on their masthead could
win anything.)
We won bragging rights and a nifty graphic to put at the bottom
of our emails for the next year or so but mostly we won the chance to
show off this area, our home, and all the rad people who live here. And
of course, this honour is not entirely ours. Much of the credit lies in the
people we work with.
So: Thank you to our photographers and writers who continually discover and capture incredible stories, moments and characters. We work

No matter how talented and creative our team is,
I’m not convinced we would have won the award as
Mountain Life: Saskatoon. We live in the best place.
with some of the best talent in the industry and it shows.
Thanks also to the locals who tell us their stories. We don’t publish
any pure fiction – the mag is real people in our community talking about
their lives. Five years of telling those stories and we’ve just scratched the
surface. So thank you to our friends and neighbours, the people actually
in the pages.
Thank you advertisers, who continue to support and believe in the
ideas, people and innovation coming out of this little sliver of British
Columbia, these mountains pushed up against the mighty Pacific.
Of course our readers, who it’s all for in the first place.
And finally, the Coast Mountains, our home and backyard. No matter
how talented and creative our team is, I’m not convinced we would have
won the award as Mountain Life: Saskatoon. We live in the best place.
At the same time, I don’t want to take away from the Mountain Life
team. We work our asses off for every issue and by the time it hits the
streets we are all ready for a little peace and solitude.
– Feet Banks

With over 19 years experience in
liner research and development,
we have found the optimal
balance of performance and
comfort. By listening to and
learning from athletes around the
globe, we can assure the perfect
fit at every skill level, every time.
Intuition offers the most extensive
line of high performance
replacement liners on the market.

Half the weight, twice the warmth.
What are you waiting for? Revitalize
your shells!

Fitting Consultations by appointment
at our homebase in Vancouver, B.C.
and other local retailers.

INTUITIONLINERS.COM

INUT
INTUITION INSIDE:
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The Devil, The Angel &
The Spearhead Range
Glimpses of the past, present and future of one of Canada’s great alpine zones
By Feet Banks l Photography by Chris Christie

D

iavolo, the devil, lurks steep and dangerous in the Whistler backcountry.
Hidden at the back of the Spearhead Range, he sits poised to unleash the doom.
Angelo, the angel, stands gracefully at his side, welcoming all who glimpse
her radiant beauty and snowy gown.
The devil and the angel – conjoined peaks atop a single mountain hidden at the
back of the Coast Mountains’ most popular alpine touring area. Are they combatants?
Lovers? Who is keeping an eye on whom?
In April 2011, the last snowy month of an incredibly snowy season, Pemberton
skier JD Hare ventured out to meet the devil and the angel head-on for a solo mission
of ski mountaineering and a chance to explore the lesser-known reaches of backcountry
classic.
Tucked inside the western edge of Garibaldi Provincial Park, the Spearhead
Traverse is a Canadian standard – a multi-day, high-alpine, stunningly beautiful ski tour
that starts at one world-class ski resort and ends at another. Actually composed of
both the Spearhead and Fitzsimmons ranges but called “The Spearhead” for practical
reasons, some reports claim there can be up to 100 people skinning the 35-kilometre
route at any given time. Others have done it in a day and not seen a soul.
JD Hare, a blueberry farmer and family man, has been poking around the range
since 1997, the year he arrived in Whistler after ditching a commerce degree at the
University of British Columbia to pursue a life in the mountains.
“As soon as you leave the boundary of either resort it leaps out at you,” JD says
of the Spearhead. “One of the first trips I ever did here was go ski The Hourglass on
Tremor Mountain.”
Over the last 15 years JD has skied all over the globe and knocked off impressive
descents locally in the Waddington Range, the Meager group and the Tantalus (see
Mountain Life Feb 2009). The devil and the angel appeared to JD while “researching”
new lines in the deepest corners of the range.

JD Hare approaching Diavolo peak with Angelo behind. His line, “The Gown”, drops at left.
“Traversing this ridge was a mistake – it took me almost four hours.”
Fall/Winter 2011
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Welcome to the end of taking your
last chair at 1:30 pm.
Bob Shay was at the top of a run on a bluebird ski day and he was miserable.
Funny how ill-fitting ski boots can ruin the most perfect of days.
That’s when Bob had an epiphany:

ski boots made for everyone don’t fit anyone.

That evening, and countless evenings after, Bob and his brother Russ
could be found in their garage—deconstructing ski boots to find a
more comfortable fit. After dozens of prototypes, Surefoot custom
ski boots were created.

Since then, Surefoot has made tens of thousands of skiers better, and
more comfortable. That’s what happens when 1,076 air pegs embrace
your foot on our digital scanner to create the ultimate topographical
map of your unique foot. Our technicians guarantee a custom fit in
just 70 minutes. And you ski better for the rest of your life.

Surefoot

®

better fitting, better skiing.
www.surefootskiboots.com
Located in Whistler Village

“There are a lot of great peaks and big lines out there that are getting all but ignored
by many of our local hardcore shredders,” he says. “I have every guidebook and all the
journals and I’d never found a photo of that back corner in winter. I’d seen one photo,
taken in the summer, where Diavolo was black and rocky, smoldering under a high sun.
In the end, to get an idea of what was back there I had to use Google Earth and the
satellite image revealed a beautiful, broad rib of snow – an all-time aesthetic spine.”
Perhaps the gown of an angel? Last April, JD skinned out with photographer Chris
Christie who waited on a nearby ridge while he went at the peaks alone. Diavolo turned out
to be as menacing a peak as its name suggests, with treacherous lines on all sides. Yet
JD’s goal, the ivory breast of Angelo, was totally unreachable without first climbing Diavolo.
“The d evil and the angel, side by side,” JD recounts. “But to get to her I had to
cross him.” That involved climbing up Diavolo’s rotten and exposed north shoulder
then, “basically swimming around rock arêtes in hollow snow across a precipitous and
corniced ridgeline.” Not a simple walk in the park.
JD reached the top just as the clouds rolled in and he spent an hour with wet
hands and frozen feet before the light returned. “That kind of mission – five hours to
travel a half-kilometre – that’s not peace and solitude,” he admits. “That’s more like
isolation or solitary confinement.”
For photographer Chris Christie, a half-day sitting on a wind-slashed ridgeline
was no cakewalk either. “It was damn cold,” he says, “but it left me to think about a lot
of things out there – wishing I could be more in the action, feeling concern and hoping
everything goes well. It’s also pretty rad because you are well-equipped and reasonably comfortable, hunkered down in your hole eating donuts alone in the mountains.”
Karl Ricker didn’t have the luxury of donuts back in the spring of 1964 when he
led a small party over the first-ever ski traverse of the Spearhead mountains, a nineday epic undertaken by the UBC Varsity Outdoors Club (VOC).
“We ate the usual Lipton soups and porridge,” remembers Ricker. “ We had to
take canned meat, there was no way around that in those days.” Ricker, now 75 and
father of local Olympic Boardercross champ Maelle Ricker, was a grad student at the
time and had seen films of a previous VOC trip into the range.
“In 1954 the VOC engineers tried to do it,” Ricker says. “They went up Blackcomb
and over Decker, Trorey and Pattison and then got hit by a storm so they descended
MAIN PHOTO: JD dropping in on a line he calls “The Wave” on Mt Benvolio. “One of the coolest
features out there.”
INSETS (TOP TO BOTTOM): JD enjoys sunrise at the Himmelsbach Hut with Mt Fissile in the
background. “Russet Lake is a great place for a cabin, but it’s time for an upgrade.”
The Spearhead is pretty unique in that it’s a high-alpine traverse and you don’t really descend below
2000 feet. That translates into snow like this...”
The deep SE corner of the Spearhead, Cheakamus Mountain on the left, Angelo/Diavolo on the right.
Fall/Winter 2011
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through Fitzsimmons Creek valley and up to Singing Pass, an area which really struck
them as the cat’s ass for a potential cabin site. They then descended to Cheakamus
Lake, climbed back up to Garibaldi Lake and eventually re-met the VOC at the old Queen
Charlotte Airlines fishing cabin at the west end of the lake. It was a real slog for them.”
That unsuccessful attempt, captured on Super-8 film, is what inspired Ricker,
Bert Port, Chris Gardner and Alistair MacDonald to head back into the mountains and,
“complete what they didn’t finish.”
Ricker recalls the party arriving at Alta Lake via train, hiking a boardwalk to Mons
crossing, then hitching a ride up a logging road to about the current Base 2 area on
Blackcomb.
“There was a big landing area there for logs,” he says. “We headed up into the
trees and camped just below the site where the Rendezvous Lodge is now. That was
about 6 pm. Our first day was a long one.”
The rest of the traverse, which Ricker and team called the Fitzsimmons Horseshoe Traverse, went relatively smoothly. “We continued around and tried to summit as
many peaks as possible,” Ricker says. “We had two days of weather. The morning we
woke up on Detour Ridge, on the true hydrologic right side of the Diavolo Glacier, you
could see this vast array of peaks to the east. The right kind of sun and a great view
of unnamed peaks…that was a very inspiring morning.”
Over the years since, the Spearhead Traverse has inspired thousands of outdoor
enthusiasts who wish to escape the crowds and take to the hills.
“I guess I have been out there a couple hundred days over the last 25 years,”
says Whistler’s Jayson Faulkner. “For many people now, that is where we ski – a couple
laps on the lifts in the morning then head out of bounds.”
Faulkner is a longtime local and co-founder of The Escape Route, Whistler’s first
climbing/mountaineering/backcountry gear shop. He also pioneered the Whistler Alpine
Guides Bureau and is currently head of the Spearhead Hut Committee, a group dedicated to putting a system of maintained huts throughout the traverse in order to broaden
use of the area and minimize the environmental impact of the burgeoning crowds.
“It’s a high-alpine traverse where you don’t really descend below 2000 metres
(6561 feet),” Faulker says. “That is unique, you’re never down in the valleys. And
because it is u-shaped, you can ski a variety of aspects and faces. It is one of the best
ski touring ranges in the world.”
Europe has had huts on similar alpine routes for decades but building permanent
shelters inside BC’s provincial parks is almost as easy as making an entire chairlift run
backwards with your mind.
“It’s a very long process,” Faulkner says. “We’ve been at it since 1992 and are
still working through, but this plan has always been part of the overall picture for the
Spearhead. It goes back to 1965 when the British Columbia Mountaineering Club built
the hut at Russet Lake.”
Even on that first traverse Karl Ricker admits they were looking at possible hut
locations. “On the Ötztal route in Austria,” Ricker says, “I had the same feeling. We
knew once Whistler was going to come into existence that this would be an integral
component of the development. We looked for cabin sites and even blazed a tree at
Singing Pass to measure the height of snow.”
In the half-century since, as popularity of the route rises, things like sanitation,
trash and user numbers start to matter. At times over the past year in high-traffic areas
like Russet Lake, toilet paper and garbage was nearly as prominent as wildflowers and
peaceful solitude.

“If you want to protect wild places you have to do so with the
measured responsibility of getting people to understand why they
are so important to protect in the first place.” – Jayson Faulkner
“I believe if you want to protect wild places you have to do so with the measured
responsibility of getting people to understand why they are so important to protect in
the first place,” Faulkner says. “A majority of the public puts no value on these places
because they don’t use them. A hut means someone who is not as physically fit as JD
Hare can get back there and experience it. No heavy pack, no camping in the snow.
They can take their 12-year-old out there in the summer with a small pack of food and
sleeping bags and enjoy the rejuvenation of being in the mountains.”
One important point the Hut Committee makes is that the proposed huts would be
as useful in the summer as they are in the snowy months. The locations selected are
designed with both seasons in mind. Summer traffic in the range is on the rise.
“I was up at Russett Lake last September and there were 14 tents,” Faulkner
says. “The outhouse was broken, the door wouldn’t close. There were 25 people up
All photos on this page are courtesy of Karl Ricker, from the 1964 first successful ski traverse of the
Spearhead-Fitzsimmons Range.
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Karen Vagelatos has made it to the top without chairlifts.
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I KNOW WHERE YOUR
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there and you had to sing on the toilet so no one would walk in on you. I met a couple
from Seattle who were blown away by the scenery but couldn’t believe the state of the
trail signs, the broken-down outhouse, the lack of toilet paper… all in a provincial park.
You go to a park in the US and you’ll never see anything like that. It’s embarrassing.”
The Spearhead Hut system, if it goes in, would be maintained and staffed by the
Alpine Club of Canada. It would provide summer and winter guests with an easier,
more enjoyable backcountry experience. It seems like a no-brainer and Faulkner says
community support has been almost exclusively positive.
“The primary group against it are the one percent who want everything left for
them, and them only,” he says. “The don’t want anyone to ‘crowd’ their experience. And
I sympathize, we have all felt that way about one place or another. But the Spearhead
is seeing increased attention and use regardless and BC has no shortage of remote
experiences if you need to get away from the crowds. Just beyond the Spearhead
there is a huge amount of terrain that no one ever goes to.”
JD Hare agrees. “I like to share, and the huts will open up the next range back.
Overlord isn’t a wall at the edge of the earth.”
Although the edge of the earth might seem a fitting locale for the angel and
the devil and at the top of those peaks, five hours after leaving his photographer, JD
was finally ready to drop. Guided by Chris Christie, via radio, he found the only safe
entrance and skied the line.
“It was beautiful.”
So beautiful, JD returned later that week and skied it again. He named the line The
Angel’s Gown, but also admits, “someone might have already skied that but it was utterly
new to me. The great thing about skiing is you don’t have to travel to the ends of the earth
to find adventure. You just go somewhere new, be the first there after a storm and you’ll
find that uncertainty and adventure.… Everything has been done, just not by you.”

To see a video of JD Hare skiing The Angel’s Gown and a few other big Spearhead
lines, go to cm.mountainlifemag.ca and click “In this issue”. For more info on the
Spearhead Hut Project hit up spearheadhuts.org.
Top: Solitude in the shifting clouds. Centre: Mt Benvolio, “The Wave”. “This view shows the vastness
of the park.” Bottom: “After a long day of shredding at the back of the range, you just cross Cowboy
Ridge, hook into the Singing Pass Trail and you’re home in an hour,” JD says.
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& INNOVATION

We always try to find the newest in products to offer,
the best in service technology and we contantly build
on our knowledge of the sport.

This is our passion.

THE BEST

BOOTFITTING

Fischer Vacuum Fit

Professional Bootfitters

Best Brands

We have the most experienced
bootfitters in BC. We can fit your
boot quickly to make it comfortable but perform at a level you
demand.

We carry Lange, Rossignol, Fischer,
Salomon, Atomic, Dynafit and
Delbello that way we can make sure
you get the best last, fit and performance for your foot and skiing.

The newest innovation in ski boot
technology is Fischer Vacuum. The
process starts by heating the new
“vacu-plast” shell then wrapping
the whole boot with your foot in
it with air bags that compress
the shell to the shape of
you foot. In 30 minutes
you have a perfect fit
shaped to your foot.

Come in and see one of our bootfitters today

THE BEST

TUNING

One of the foundations of Skiis & Biikes is our award winning
ski and snowboard tuning. Using the most advanced robotic
machines we grind the base to perfectly flat, structure the
base, bevel and sharpen the edges then hot wax them. Your
boards will glide farther and faster so you spend less time on
the cat tracks.

INNOVATIVE

PRODUCTS

ALL IN DEMO
Always tuned perfectly on
our own Montana Saphir.
To give you the best
experience for testing.

We are always in pursuit of new
product technology. We offer
them in our stores to allow you
to broaden the scope of what is
possible on the mountain.

$39

Check what’s coming out this year
VOLKL
SHIRO

ZAI
TESTA

BBR

ROSSI
SUPER 7

S7 W

/ Day

Rossignol
Salomon
Dynastar
Atomic
Fischer
Zai
Volkl

now offering heated boot rental

KNOWLEDGEABLE

SERVICE
WE DO WHAT
WE SELL

Whistler Marketplace
604-905-4100
126-4340 Lorimer Rd.
Beside IGA

Creekside
604-905-2444
2011 Innsbruck Dr.
Beside Boston Pizza

Vancouver - Whistler Village - Whistler Creekside
Mississagua - Collingwood - Toronto

skiisandbiikes.ca
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culture

Secrets of the Lil’Wat
Medicine Man

By Nicole Erika Trigg
The world doesn’t want you to be alone. 		
Amidst a sea of mobile devices, WiFi and
social media, proponents of technology encourage the perception of solitude as an unnatural
and unwelcome state in order to boost sales.
But it’s in solitude that iconic figures in
many of the world’s ancient belief systems have
found a more meaningful relationship with the
world around them. Buddha meditated beneath
the sacred Bodhi tree of wisdom and became
enlightened. Jesus spent 40 days and 40
nights in the desert to prepare for a life of spiritual service. The prophet Mohammad retreated
to a cave for meditation before receiving his
first revelation. And closer to home, the ancestors of the Lil’wat First Nation, whose traditional
territory includes the Coastal Mountains in and
around Whistler and Pemberton, also practiced
solitude to develop a profound relationship with
their land and closer ties to the natural world.
“You had to train to be a medicine man or
a great hunter or a warrior, you had to spend
a lot of time in the mountains training,” says
Yeq’iakwa7 (a.k.a. Johnny Jones) a Lil’wat
Nation culture technician whose traditional
name means “Weather Changer” in the Lil’wat
language.
“Fast, sweat, run, shoot, you had to do
everything,” Jones says. “I was brought up
learning these ways to know the land.”
Jones’ maternal grandfather was Kupmen,
or August Hunter, a famous medicine man who
was born in 1837 and is said to have lived to
the age of 125. As a young boy, Jones would
ask his father for stories about the medicine
men “because my grandfather was the last
one.”
His father, Jimmy Jones, trained with
Kupmen at a special site near Glacier Lake for
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four years and, in turn, raised his son in the
traditional ways when it became apparent to the
family that young Jones had inherited the gift.
“I was born gifted, I guess you can call it,”
says Jones. “When I started seeing things and
finding things, they knew I was special, they
knew I had to go do more training and they kept
me away from residential school.”
Through his father’s stories, Jones
learned that to become a medicine man, one
had to train for four years alone in the mountains, traveling, bathing in every creek, every
lake, many times fasting on top of a mountain
for four days drinking only one drop of water off
the tip of an eagle’s feather each day.

“Fasting on top of
a mountain for four
days drinking only
one drop of water off
the tip of an eagle’s
feather each day,
that’s how the medicine men trained.”
“That’s how the medicine men trained,”
Jones says. “After four days in one area that’s
when the guardian spirits come to you. You
learn more about the land and yourself, that
was all the ways of our people.”
He recalls being nine when his father
gave him instructions to go into the mountains
alone for the first time. “When I sat there in the
mountains,” he says, “it was just before dark
the first night. A light came from the east and
the west, and when they touched each other it
turned into a fireball and came down to me.”

Jones remembers the fireball hitting the
tree he was sitting under then the tree began
to glow the same colour. He knew to wait, and
suddenly a pack of coyotes appeared. “They
were just outside the reach of my hand and
they wouldn’t touch me,” he says, “but they
just sat there and they howled and they protected me for the rest of the night.”
When he returned home and told his
father what had happened, the elder Jones simply smiled and nodded his head. “He already
knew what was happening,” says Jones. “The
spirits from the earth will always come to you
and protect you.”
Johnny Jones continues to spend a lot of
time alone in the mountains. His ability to locate
artifacts is considered uncanny by many. Taking
nothing but a daypack, knife, water and a few
energy bars, he’ll set out alone for areas within
the Lil’wat territory in search of arrowheads,
rock paintings, village sites and other remnants
of the past. The information he gathers and
documents is transferred to maps for the Lil’wat
Nation Lands and Resources Department.
“I’ll get called to some sites,” says Jones.
“If I have it really deep in contact in my mind,
things kind of pull me to them.”
Although many people call him a medicine
man, he denies it. “I’m still in training, it takes
a long time. I don’t think I’ll ever reach to be a
medicine man,” Jones says, although he does
admit he is one of the last of his people who is
always out in the land.
“Being with oneself in the mountains is
probably the most powerful,” he says. “I spend
a lot of time alone in the mountains, it’s just a
way of life for me.”
Above: The view from Owl Mountain. Aside from prime
berry picking terrain Owl was also used as a place to fast
and do sweat lodges. ART & PHOTO BY JOHNNY JONES.

BACKCOUNTRY PARTNERS

Test the latest Dynafit boots, skis & bindings at your Dynafit specialists store.
canada’s only dynafit test centre

Escape Route, Whistler BC
604·938·3228

squamish bc
604.892.3228

Photo credit : Alex Wigley / Location: Chisel Couloir, Spearhead
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enviro

Keeping it REAL

organic

Going green with the Boulais bros

By Penelope Buswell
“Next year our Teaspoon board’s going to be crazy,” says 24-year-old Oli Boulais of
Whistler-based Organic Snowboards. “It’s going to have Jesus on it, holding a beer, with
tattoos on his arms – a trashy Jesus. We’re going to make it in five different colours –
brown, black, blue, rainbow colours, and black and white. It’s going to be sick.”
Sick, but also healthy because the Jesus Teaspoon board, like all the boards Oli and
his older brother Jean-Philippe produce, is built with environmentally friendly materials.
Where common snowboards use fiberglass the Boulais bros use hemp (fiberGrass!). They also incorporate bamboo sidewalls, water-based inks and bioresins into
their limited-production runs. The “Trashy Jesus” top sheet will be made from beans.
“We want to start using pine tree bioresin in all our boards,” Oli says, admitting that
right now they can only afford it on the higher-end models.
“It’s super expensive,” JP adds, “twice as much as regular resin…”
“…But worth it,” Oli interrupts.
“…Because it’s actually one of the waste products from making paper.” The Boulais
brothers are prone to interrupting each other’s sentences and thoughts.

When you go
snowboarding you
don’t think about
your laundry or
a shitty day at
work, you just
snowboard. And
then you feel good
afterwards.
– Oli Boulais

They launched Organic Snowboards in 2004, in Victoriaville, Quebec, when JP wrote a snowboard company
business plan for his Collège d’enseignement général
et professionnel (CEGEP) diploma in Management and
Accounting. Oli, who had been riding with his brother for
years (and playing around on Photoshop) helped out with
the graphic design.
“At the end of the year JP did his presentation, and
several people suggested that we actually start the company,” Oli says. “So we did!”
For financing, the young French Canadians looked
deep inside themselves, and found gold. “We heard about
these medical trials,” JP says. “They give you a pill and
then take your blood every two hours for two days. So we
did two or three trials, and made something like $6,000
each. It was just antidepressants, ones which were already on the market in the States. We didn’t want to take
crazy shit.”
With cash in hand the entrepreneurs set to finding
a manufacturer. After a few bumps in the road they heard
about Monson Snowboards out of California.
“Ryan Monson was able to make the boards we
wanted in the shapes we wanted,” Oli says. “Not many
manufacturers can do that for small numbers.”
“Normally you have to order a lot of boards and go
to China,” JP adds.
Monson also suggested using environmentally
friendly options. “He really works with us to find new
materials,” JP says. With environmental friendliness as
their main focus, Organic Snowboards moved to Whistler
in 2006 to be closer to their manufacturer as well as the
big West Coast mountains and shops. Last year they sold

140 snowboards across Canada, Europe, Australia, Korea
and the US.
“Organic’s goal is to keep snowboarding as it’s supposed to be,” says Oli. “In big companies people don’t
even ride snowboards, some of them have 9-to-5 jobs and
only ride five times a year.”
Last year JP and Oli scrapped their pro team and
went with a loose, more grassroots concept – just a collection of friends who snowboard a lot. The brothers seem
content to limit growth and keep things, well, organic.
“We’re not a corporation, we’re not going to the
Olympics next year. We’re more about friends,” says Oli,
“We have friends who are good at snowboarding, and
we want to help them out – to give them good boards to
ride. And in return they help us improve our product. They
inspire us. Artists, snowboarders, music, skateboarding –
lots of different people inspire us.”
“Snowboarding’s about fun,” adds JP.
“If you don’t like it, don’t do it,” says Oli, “It’s pretty
simple. Snowboarding’s about living in the present, when
you go snowboarding you don’t think about your laundry
or a shitty day at work, you just snowboard. And then you
feel good afterwards. Even if Organic doesn’t work out, I’m
still going to keep on making boards, because it’s fun.”
Which means you just might be seeing a beer-swilling, tattooed Jesus board on the slopes for years to come.
“Yeah, our boards are really durable,” JP says. “Durability and environmental friendliness go together. It’s not
really eco-friendly if it breaks after a week.”
Organicsnowboards.com
Organic owner Oli Boulais gets some good, wholesome pow.
DAVID DEMERS PHOTO.
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THE WHISTLER LOCAL’S FAVOURITE.
- voted best value and best breakfast since 2002 Breakfast 7 – 3pm
Lunch 11 – 3pm Dinner 5 – 9pm everyday
AT THE WHISTLER TENNIS CLUB – 4500 NORTHLANDS BLVD
FOR RESERVATIONS 604 935-4077

YouR PeRfeCT WInTeR GeTaWaY STaRTS HeRe
Planning a Whistler trip? Snowbus will get you there and back reliably, then après the night away at Doolin’s,
Cellar, or The Roxy. Making it an overnighter? Play with us, then stay with us at the Comfort Inn Downtown.
Cap off your great night by picking up a bottle from Legacy Liquor Store – or even better, have it delivered.
for business or pleasure, groups big or small, we can tailor an experience package to suit your needs.
for more info, contact michael@granvillevan.com
WWW.GRanvILLevan.CoM
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upfront

By Grant Stoddard

Top: Laying down the Corduroy. ANDREW CAMPBELL PHOTO.
Middle: View from the office. GOLDIE PHOTO.
Bottom: Winch Cat at work. ANDREW CAMPBELL PHOTO.

I’ve never met Susan Osborne but I’m familiar with her work; every winter, I
spend a lot of my time destroying it. Osborne, a 39-year-old resident of Pemberton, is a Whistler Blackcomb snowcat operator and over the past decade
she has laid down countless thousands of kilometres of corduroy. If you’ve ever
gazed toward Whistler Mountain on a clear winter’s night, you’ve likely seen the
headlights of her seven-ton machine spasmodically crisscrossing the sky like
some drunken comet.
There are two grooming shifts at Whistler Blackcomb. Afternoons, which
start when the lifties are flipping up seats at around 4 pm and Midnights,
which as the name suggests, begin around the witching hour and go until 650
pancake-stuffed “fresh-tracks breakfast” skiers are vomited out of the Rendezvous the following morning.
A couple of years ago, I had the pleasure of riding shotgun with Andy
Turner, a senior cat operator who works the Afternoon grooming shift on Blackcomb. When I asked him about the solitude of the job he shrugged it off, noting
that for his entire shift the village below is crawling with revelers and bar stars
that keep Whistler hopping.
“But the Midnight shift,” he added, “now that’s gotta be lonely. Those guys
are a little different. You kind of have to be.” Susan, a 10-year veteran of the
Midnight shift, laughs at that characterization, but ultimately agrees.
“Desolate is definitely a good word for how it can feel sometimes,” she
says. “Especially when a blizzard rolls in and you have to just stop until it abates
a little. I mean, sitting there in the dark with the wind howling, not being able to
see two feet in front of you…it can be pretty intense.”
Fall/Winter 2011
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Intense is putting it mildly. A thick whiteout of
sideways-blowing snow can disorient and confuse
even veteran cat drivers making it difficult to discern
speed and direction. Some even develop vertigo. 		
Then there’s the frequent, terrifying sensation of
the machine hitting an unconsolidated area of snow
and suddenly sliding into the darkness.
“We get some really good, inadvertent adrenaline
rushes when the snow doesn’t grip,” Susan says,
adding that she gets that rush at least once a night.
As brutal as the conditions can be outside, the
cockpit of a WB grooming cat is surprisingly cozy
and high-tech. Each $300,000 machine sports
ergonomically designed heated seats, recessed
cup holders, a more than adequate sound system,
a computerized touch-screen display and programmable climate control. Despite the sheer horsepower
needed to move seven tons of metal and track uphill
through the steep and deep, the snowcat’s cockpit is
relatively quiet, or at least it could be.
“I love music,” Susan says. “I’m always blasting something and it usually fits with the feel of the
shift.” She likes heavy metal to start her shift with,
especially on stormy nights as it helps bolster her
courage. When there’s a long list of tasks to be done
she blasts techno and as the sun comes up she
rounds out the night with reggae or trance.
While no expense has been spared in making
the drivers physically comfortable in the cat’s womblike cockpit, not much can be done for the operators
who frequently “sense things” on certain parts of the
mountain.

I mean, sitting there in the dark
with the wind howling, not
being able to see two feet in front
of you…it can be pretty intense.”

Top: Morning perfection. ANDREW CAMPBELL PHOTO.
Middle-left: $300,000 cockpit. ANDREW CAMPBELL PHOTO.
MIddle right: Objects in mirror may be more awesome than they appear. GOLDIE PHOTO.
Bottom: Midnight Mayhem. CHARLES BECKINSALE PHOTO.
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“I don’t want to sound like a quack,” Susan says.
“But there are definitely certain parts of the mountain
where myself and others feel that there’s…um… spirit
activity. So that adds another level of intensity…”
Despite the restless spirits, every now and then
Susan likes to step outside of the cat and let her hair
get whipped around by the snowy tempest. She does
it to feel connected to an environment she gets to
enjoy like virtually no one else does. “A sunrise on a
bluebird day is quite the payoff after a busy shift.”
Susan reports that boredom is rarely an issue,
each working a predetermined list of areas that need
attention. By and large, the late-shift groomers are
perfectionists who preen the runs with the optimum
riding experience in mind.
“Those of us who ski and ride love to strap in
immediately after our shift ends and sample some
of the beautiful corduroy we just made,” she says.
“Unless it’s a powder day of course.“
Everyone loves pow but hauling ass down
groomer and carving lines into perfect virgin corduroy
is actually more socially responsible – you’re not just
mussing up some late-shifter’s masterpiece, you’re
also creating job security.

DOGSLED
CARLETON LODGE BELOW THE LONGHORN SALOON

shalayoga.ca 604.567.6000
#3-40383 Tantalus Rd, Garibaldi Highlands, Squamish

Three sweet gatheri ng
spots to choose from!
House made soups, sandwiches and pastries,
hand crafted coffee made by our fully trained
baristas, specialty cakes and pastries to order. Fully
licensed with a sunny patio. Open bright and early!

Locations: Mtn Square, Nesters and Function
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backyard

Sending
the dream

TLH Heliskiing has some of the best terrain in the world,
and it only gets better during WASA’s Steep Week
Story and photos by Todd Lawson
I bet a lot of us have the same dreams. Deep asleep in whatever life we lead or
perhaps while riding the chairlift: daydreams of powder so deep it almost chokes,
of fresh-dusted treelines and summits swirling with wisps of crystalline perfection.
Fantasies of helicopters, of high-alpine chutes and lines that funnel into marshmallow
pillows right to the valley floor. At some point in their life, what skier doesn’t dream of
sending it off a big cliff, stomping deep and gracefully gliding away?

WASA coach Ryan Oakden teaching by example.
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“People want to huck cliffs and ski steeps,” says Jonny
Simms, ACMG ski guide, CAA avalanche professional, and cofounder of Whistler Alpine Steep Academy. “With us, when the
conditions allow it, we want to give this to them. We want to
maximize the potential of the terrain, the skiers and the whole
experience. We want people to learn about every aspect of the
mountain and how to ski it properly and safely.”
Simms and Ryan Oakden (a former professional
freeskier and WASA’s head coach) started their business to
teach skiers and riders how to properly approach, read and
respect difficult lines and sketchy terrain.
“The idea came from the combination of the guiding industry with the pro skier industry,” says Simms. “By bringing
the two together, we felt we could create a product that was
original and high-end.”
In 2001 Oakden was ranked third in the world for
professional big mountain freeskiing. He’s traveled the world,
starred in ski films, and graced the pages of numerous
magazines. When teaching, he takes a laid-back, nonpreachy approach, letting skiers figure it out as they go and
encouraging them to learn through observation. Oakden’s
students will watch step by step as he drops off cornices and
cliffs or side-steps into steep chutes. They learn how to trust
the run-out so the speed doesn’t freak them into falling.
“At the top of a line, the guest thinks ‘I can’t do this’”
Oakden says, “but at the bottom, after they’ve done it and
realized what they’ve just skied, that’s the big pay off. When
everything clicks and they get it, it’s awesome.”
Last season WASA hosted its first-ever heliskiing Steep
Week at the legendary 830,000 acre TLH Heliskiing and
Tyax Resort, thanks to the progressive management style of
Operations Manager and Head Ski Guide Cliff Umpleby. He
saw the need to cater to a new breed of heliski client and,
together with WASA, came up with an ultimate game plan for
Steep Week.
“We’re not trying to bill ourselves as the biggest, baddest, raddest deal, but we will take people up there and push
their limits while maintaining absolute safety,” says Umpleby,
a 12-year ACMG guide. “People are always nervous at first
staring down into a steep pitch, but once these guys talk
them through it and show them how it’s done, they ski it too,
then they’re pumped and ready for more.”
The guides have established their own hit-list of runs
during Steep Week – gunning for pillows, steeps, drops,
chutes, cornices, couloirs and cliff bands to entice skiers to
become more comfortable in the goods.
“It feels like your playground out here, rather than
someone else’s playground,” says Jonathan Salkind, a Los
Angeles-based snowboarding veterinarian and a newcomer
to the steep and deep dream. “With these guys it doesn’t
really feel like a boring clinic – they let you ski and show you
how it’s done so you can see it for yourself. It’s an atmosphere
that fosters growth, and for someone like me, that’s a good
thing.”
It’s also a good thing to keep dreaming, because even
the loftiest goals can become ski reality with a bit of dedication,
some courage and a few tips and tricks of the Big Mountain
trade.
A helicopter really helps too.
Top: Mountain Life’s Jonny B gettin’ some.
Bottom: Oakden takes the plunge.
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This year’s Steep Week at TLH runs from April 1-6.
Check out wasaskiing.com and TLH.com for full details.
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Paul Russell
Aging gracefully, one peak at a time
By Dawn Green
Paul Russell is a seasoned mountaineer with a wealth of stories to
either chill your blood or make you laugh out loud. He’s serious
about mountains and has some impressive items on his bucket
list – like summiting a peak over 20,000 feet, completing the
298-kilometre Waddington Trail from Tatlayoko Lake to Bute Inlet,
B.C., and climbing the Stawamus Chief when he’s 80 years old.
Right now he’s 77.
He’s spry for his age though, and with more than 20 major
mountain summits under his belt, Russell’s self-assuredness and
energy is contagious. With a jovial chuckle he rewinds his memory
and opens one of a scattering of aging photo albums in his
Squamish home.
Born in 1934 in a log cabin at Francois Lake in northern
B.C., Paul Henry Russell was irrevocably drawn to the mountains
wedged around him. At 15, he regularly led groups of school kids
on mountain climbs. Here Russell encountered his first mountain
mishap – having to carry down an injured girl from four thousand
feet. The 12-year-old had stumbled and slashed her knee and it
was a long and steep climb down.

Paul Russell at home in his Squamish backyard. October 20, 2011. Todd Lawson photo.
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‘Well, if anybody falls, somebody has to fall off
the other side.’ This is because we were going up
a knife-edge and we all had to alternate back and
forth or else we would all get peeled off.

“I was worried what the parents would think because it was
dark when we finally got out,” he recalls. Fortunately for Russell
the adults focused on getting the girl’s knee stitched up rather than
chastising him and the incident didn’t deter the young mountaineer
from a future in the sport.
In fact, attending UBC in the 1950s, Russell immediately joined
the Varsity Outdoor Club. “That was probably the most dangerous
time of my life, without realizing it,” he says, grimacing. A troop of
fearless young club members ascended Mount Garibaldi in 1956
with no climbing gear, save a rope. The group leader, Hans Gmoser,
went on to become well-known in the mountaineering world.
“Hans had this little rule,” Russell recalls. “We didn’t have
crampons, we were kicking steps in with our ski boots and he said,
‘Well, if anybody falls, somebody has to fall off the other side.’
This is because we were going up a knife-edge and we all had to
alternate back and forth or else we would all get peeled off. I look
at [that trip] with the climbing experience I have now and it was
ridiculous, we could have all got killed on that mountain.”
Yet Russell survived and went on to reach the summits of many
Sea to Sky peaks. He reels off names like a roll call– Castle Tower
(1956), Pearce (1983), Omega (1988), Alpha (1995), Wedge (1996),
Joffre (1997), Matier (1998) and The Chief Grand Wall (2006).
When questioned about climbing peaks in his late 70s, Russell’s response is rapid and sure, just as his insatiable appetite
for adventure is obvious. “There is this excitement in planning a
trip, getting together with your friends and then setting forth on
the adventure,” he explains with a smile while he skims through
the pages of photos of his mountain climbs as eagerly as a child
displays a prized collection.
For Russell, the pursuit of summit after summit encapsulates
his overall passion for life but he claims his wife Susan has also
taught him a lot. “She taught me to not make summiting a goal in
itself, but to enjoy each step of the way.”		
Admitting that staying healthy at 77 is now his biggest challenge,
Russell is also pursuing his latest bucket list item – summiting a
peak over 20,000 feet. In January 2010 he launched an expedition
to climb Ecuador’s highest mountain, Mount Chimborazo (20,700
feet), but the summit proved an elusive catch. After reaching
19,000 feet Russell’s guides took a chance, opting for an easier
route up a ridge only to discover the snow was crystallised.
“You would put your crampons on and you would have no grip
at all,” he says. Faced with a 2,000-foot descent before attempting
the traditional route to the peak, Russell was forced to turn back.
“I was just about wiped at that point,” he says, adding that he’s
already planning his next attempt to conquer the peak.
Paul Russell shrugs off any suggestions that he might be a
positive influence for younger generations. Although he admits he
does have advice to give.
“If you stay in shape, you are never too old to take on new
challenges in life. And don’t be afraid of doing something – I’ve
always liked to have a challenge in front of me.”

Top left & right: Altin Lake, BC, 1954. Centre: Wedge Mountain,
Whistler, 2005. Bottom left: Dawson Creek, BC, 1954 (age 18).
Bottom right: Mamquam Mountain, Squamish, 2006.
All photos courtesy of Paul Russell.
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All Quiet
on the
northern
front
A Pemberton Backcountry Battle-Log
STORY AND CAPTIONS BY JOE LAX

rider / chris ankeny
Ankeny: Can I order a 2000 ft spine face with extra deep pow?
pow barista: Yes no problem. Will you be outrunning your
slough today?
ankeny: Yah, that sounds like a good idea. Do you think
I should put my board in a wheely when I hit the flats?
pow barista: Sounds appropriate.
Ankeny: Ok, I will have that to go. Thanks, pow barista.
Pow barista: Whatever.
Chris Ankeny Photo.

e are not anti-social but under normal
human circumstances our behaviour
certainly would be considered that way.
Taking a bearing on the furthermost reaches of the
local ranges, we push deep into the wild. Not so
much to avoid all contact with other humans but
more to avoid all contact while gluttonously shredding
pow lines.
Chris Ankeny, Delaney Zayac, Dave Basterrechea and myself are part of a local crew that’s been
adventuring in the hills around Pemberton for the
last decade. Every season we find a new zone that
we focus on and obsess over, leaving home pre-dawn
and almost always arriving late for dinner. We pass
fault on each other for being late coming home, like
children or addicts deflecting blame and truth.
The truth is, the glorious mountains that draw
us in can also be cruel and often they remind us to
stay humble. There are times that I ask myself if it is
worth the effort, to push as deep into the backcountry
as we do, but the answer is always “yes.” It’s just too
good not to.
North-facing walls line up like library books,
topographically organized and seemingly endless.
Pillow-stacked tree lines flow to the valley floor.
Mountain landscapes, freshly coated, clean and free
of human scars. Pristine. Alone. Quiet. The dreamy
lines that lurk a few drainages over can inspire a
winter’s worth of exploration, or a year’s worth of
wondering. That one turn, that buttery landing, and
the feeling of riding a spine that goes on forever into
a valley that traps the cold air and almost magically
turns rain into pow. These are the mountains that
make our dreams real.
But again and again, I ask myself, “How bad
do you want it?” Bad enough to tunnel in, dodge
trees, hit trees, cross rivers, outrun avalanches,
blow up engines, run out of food, run out of gas,
fall in holes, break boards and/or face? Bad enough
to cling to the side of the mountain in the middle of
nowhere, gripped precariously and barely moving
as Dire Straits’ “Twisting by the Pool” repeat-plays
through my head like some sort of mental magnet
drawing me to the summit?
Often we retreat from the glacier that has joined
forces with the sky to create visibility like a bag of
milk as we curse the wind that quickly fills in our
tracks, our escape.
To spend a night out means a morning of suffering instant coffee after minimal sleep courtesy of
the rat outside the tent who ate most of the night’s
solitude and all of buddy’s granola bar. More crap
coffee and we lie to ourselves about how much we
slept. These early morning frostbite parties – frozen
boots, gloves and skin. These long slogs in and out.
Do we want it this bad? We do.
We are not antisocial, we are not obsessed, but
we are spending hours and days online, combing
Google Earth or inspecting John Scurlock’s aerial
photography wondering, “Does it go?”
Poring over weather forecasts – the 5-day,
the 14-day, the satellite imagery, the Avalanche
Association, the Canadian forecasts, the American
forecasts, which way will it track? Will it miss us, will
it crack? Why is it always blue, first light and last?
Is it sketchy on the dry side? Is it bomber near the
coast? Why? Why not?				
Sometimes it appears that we put ourselves in
situations just to see if we can get out of them. If
we go in, will we get out? Even after all of this, all it
comes down to is, you will never know unless you go.
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Chris Ankeny Photo.

rider / Dave Basterrechea
“I remember this day very well, my sister and niece were visiting from
out of town. We went cross country skiing and I pretended not to be
distracted. I am pretty sure Dave told me it wasn’t that good, just to
make me feel better. I still don’t feel any better.”

rider / Dave Basterrechea
After a productive morning on the east facing slopes in the area, our
attention shifted with the earth, towards this line. A looming cornice
protected most of this face, making entrance difficult, and blind.
Dave Basterrechea and I struggled to find a way in. We decided to
go light and leave our rope behind – bad idea. At one point we tried to
get photographer Delaney Zayac to guide us in via radio, so we tied a
backpack to the end of a probe and waved it in the air for Delaney to
see. Of course, he didn’t see it and we just had to trust our guts and
sniff out a way in. We were relieved to see this on the other side.

 rider / Chris Ankeny
Chris Ankeny as a photographer is dedicated to getting creative shots,
but being a shredder he knows the best way to get it done, is to do it
himself. Chris looks down the barrel and ties into a juicy one.

DELANEY ZAYAC PHOTO.
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Chris Ankeny Photo.

SN OWMOBILE ADVENTURES

SNOWCAT FONDUE

GOT A SKI DOO, POLARIS,
ARTIC CAT OR YAMAHA?

WE FIX
THEM ALL!

YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR PARTS,
ACCESSORIES, GEAR & CLOTHING

R. Nadia Samer
P. Matthew Mallory

www.revolutiondistribution.ca l 604-905-7733
Located in Function Junction at #10-1212 Alpha Lake Rd, Whistler, BC. V0N 1B1
6 DAYS/WEEK l
Like us on Facebook “Revolution Distribution & Repair”
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rider / Dave Basterrechea
After several days of getting skunked due to avalanche conditions on the eastern side of the range, Dave Basterrechea and I decided to
venture west. We were pretty freaked out by what we had seen in the days previous. Dave and I tested the waters and we were happy to find a
much different snow-pack, less than 100 km away. In the depths of winter, the snow-pack is constantly changing and it can differ from storm
to storm and from mountain to mountain. We inform ourselves of what is going on by getting out there frequently and studying the snow. The
mountains can be a humbling place, so it is important to be conscious of when they are giving you a red light or a green light.
joe lax Photo.
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sledders / chris ankeny
& Dave Basterrechea
Two dudes driving one snowmobile; it doesn’t seem like
it should work. The left brain and the right brain need
to communicate or you will end up stuck, or worse.

Chris Ankeny Photo.
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Chris Ankeny Photo.

Hikers / Delaney Zayac, Joe Lax,
Dave Treadway
Clear skies in January are often associated with Arctic high pressure,
this day was no exception. It was cold, -25º, and the wind was howling.
We missioned out of Pemberton at 4:00 am, navigated a very gnarly
approach in the dark and managed to get our adrenalin pumping a
couple times before sunrise. Dave Treadway, Delaney Zayac, Chris
Ankeny and I punched up the back of this volcanic gem, got onto the
ridge and into the sun by 9:00 am. We didn’t get the summit picnic I
had envisioned, as we had to drop in, just to avoid further frostbite.

rider / JOE LAX
It is almost funny the amount of effort it took to score good conditions
on this mountain but this day it all lined up – stable snow, blue skies and
a camp set up for easier access. Which is why I wanted to cry when we
pulled up at 7:00 am to see a parked helicopter ready to fly a film crew
up. Luckily, the crew was cool. They recognized our efforts and chose
some other terrain nearby. The triumphant moments don’t always come
easily and sometimes the battle just to strap in can be astounding.

 SKINNERS / Dan Armstrong, Billy
Buchbauer, Brian Fletcher, and
Jasper Buchbauer

ADAM CLARK PHOTO.

Chris Ankeny Photo.
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“One more run,” at sunset usually means being late for dinner. This
skin track leads to a very nice sunset spine line that has been the
cause of more than a few late night adventures. Last light is an amazing
time to be in the mountains but the potential for a gong show goes up
exponentially once the sun goes down. It is pretty tough to beat the
feeling of shredding pow in the alpenglow, and despite the possibility of
things going sideways, it always seems worth it.

TRAVIS RICE
TAIL GRAB CLIFF DROP
SULLIVAN PHOTO

Quiksilver store
Crystal lodge
Whistler village
604.938.7713
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MARK SOLLORS
TEAM RIDER SINCE 2006

VANCOUVER (Kitsilano)

WHISTLER (Sundial Hotel)
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1766 W4th Avenue (at Burrard)
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n e e d a li ft ?

604 938 1700 www.blackcombaviation.com

epictrip

lonely life
the
of a

Sherpa
By Jess Smith

Callum Pettit, touring deep into some solitude at Freshfield Icefield, Alberta. MALCOLM SANGSTER PHOTO.
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Above: Rory Bushfield, Whistler Backcountry. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.
Top left: Filming a ski movie on the Big Island of Hawaii. DAVE MOSSOP
PHOTO. Bottom left: The crew and the staff accommodations. Freshfield
Icefield, Alberta. DAVE MOSSOP PHOTO.

After making the most
intelligent ski movie ever,
Sherpas Cinema discuss
the trade secrets and
ideas behind All.I.Can

V

ampires hate sunlight, heat and fire. They sleep during
the day and are said to be charming individuals. It is for
all of these reasons that I consider arming myself with
garlic ropes and a wooden stake for my visit with Dave Mossop of
Sherpas Cinema during the editing of the Sherpas’ latest ski film
All.I.Can.
The Sherpas’ name alone sounds mystical and exotic but
when producer Malcolm Sangster (note the creepily deceptive
“sanguine” last name) warns me that Mossop has only been
working during the eerily dark hours of 5pm-4am I come prepared,
grasping my newly sharpened pencil behind my back.
It turns out that Mossop and Eric Crosland, chief cinematographers/directors for the Sherpas, like to edit their movies in the dark,
isolated hours of the night to avoid unnecessary distractions such
as telemarketers, groupies, sponsors, or (gasp!) journalists.
Still, despite the tell-tale signs of bloodsuckery – working
back-to-back winters in two hemispheres, avoiding daylight,
sleeping during the day, and generally being a charming chap –
Mossop claims that he, “loves garlic, so [is] not an actual vampire.”
Sangster reiterates that although it took them two years to
shoot the film in five countries, “In terms of editing it all comes
down to one summer.” Which is why the crew shirks the warmth
of human civilization in exchange for the pale glow of a monitor
and the vampiric solitude of night.

all.i.can
The long dark summer paid off. All.I.Can is being heralded as
groundbreaking; legendary filmmaker Christian Begin calls it “the
best I’ve seen in a long time, they made a real film, not just a ski
film.” The Sherpas themselves are somewhat modest, citing Begin’s mid-90s classic Locomotion as their initial motivation to start
looking at ski films as more than purely action-based “snow porn.”
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The first Sherpas feature, 2009’s The Fine Line, integrated
avalanche education and awareness in amongst the powdery skiing
action. With All.I.Can the Sherpas tackle an even broader subject
by featuring realistic expectations, observations and goals for
environmental sustainability. From the start that concept had critics
throughout the industry, despite the fact that no one had actually
seen the film. The Internet buzzed with arguments about the validity
of an environmental film using airlines, snowmobiles and helicopters to travel the world and get shots. However, after the September
premiere in Whistler, few were denying that All.I.Can is a game
changer for the genre.
“We’re not here to preach,” Mossop says, “but we are always
trying to do stuff with a bit more substance. Creating conversations
and bringing issues to the forefront of peoples’ minds is good. If
you’re going to sit there and call out other people for even trying
anything new, then I think you’re hindering progress rather than
starting to solve the problem.”
The Sherpas purchased carbon offsets to balance out all the
travel and two-stroke fumes and held a free, day-long environmental
symposium at the Whistler premiere of All.I.Can. Sangster adds
that substance goes a long way these days and more companies
and athletes are realizing that a snow-based industry ought to lead
the charge in tackling global warming issues. “Not because it’s the
popular thing to do,” Sangster says, “but because it is the right
thing to do.”
Most of the film’s featured athletes are on the same track. Sea
to Sky local Mark Abma not only rips on screen but also operates
environmental consciousness foundation 1Step. Twin tip pioneer
and ski legend JP Auclair throws down one of the most exciting
lines in the movie but he also runs the community-building organization Alpine Initiatives. “We feel like we need to be doing less of
this and less of that,” JP says, “but I don’t think it’s about doing
less, it’s about doing more.”

Top: Freshfield Crevasses. MALCOLM SANGSTER PHOTO. Above: Eric Crosland watching the lava river flow, Big Island Hawaii. DAVE MOSSOP PHOTO.
Below: Kye Petersen, Whistler Backcountry. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.
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all alone…

The glitz, glam and glory of premiering and touring a critically
acclaimed ski movie is a far cry from actually shooting one. Mossop
stresses that “film is a ridiculously challenging medium. I feel like
I use every single skill I’ve ever learned in my life, from science
class to gym...mostly dodgeball.” On top of the physical demands
of being a cinematographer, hauling exhaustingly heavy equipment
up and down mountains all day, Mossop admits there is a, “whole
mental challenge of figuring out the puzzle pieces, putting it all
together, and trying to juggle your preconceived ideas of what’s
going to happen with what actually unfolds.”
Like being stuck for five days in remote area of Greenland,
unable to leave due to weather, and stumbling across unforeseen
opportunities for incredible footage that turned out to be integral
components of the film. Mossop’s breathtaking time-lapse of
Greenland’s icy landscape bloating, deflating and essentially
breathing was an accidental discovery after losing the camera
set-up. The award-winning shots of skiers reflected in a macroshot human eyeball were conceived during downtime in the Rocky
Mountains.
The solitude of wilderness and getting back to basics were
strong themes throughout the filming of All.I.Can. Waiting for the
athletes to climb their lines and get in place left plenty of time for
the crew to absorb their surroundings.
“We had plenty of time to twiddle our thumbs, or hang out in
the rocks and get some sun,” Sangster says. “Mossop likes to get
into some pretty out-there camera angles so he’d hike off alone to
film and check it out.”
“Once I was totally by myself for about four hours as I went
off to a different ridge,” Mossop recalls. “This is in Greenland so
there’s absolutely nothing around – no life, no trees, no people. All
of a sudden I hear this rustling in the rocks beside me and my immediate reaction is, ‘who is with me right now?!’ I look down and
right there is a tiny Arctic fox with this crazy scar across his face,
like a little jackal. ‘Oh, hey buddy.’”
From the crystalline icebergs and jutting horizons of Greenland to the barren snows of Morocco. From skiing in the crater
of Chile’s Volcan Puyehue to the huge glaciers and seracs of
the Freshfield Icefield. From the snowy streets of Trail, BC to the
mythical spines of the Tantalus Range, the Sherpas and their athletes set themselves apart with jaw-dropping cinematography, ultra
hard work, and a “meat on the bones” approach to education and
ideas. With countless hours away from home, hiking, waiting, skiing
and filming combined with months of all-night editing, Mossop
says it was hard to let go and find the true completion point.
“We had to draw a line in the sand and say ‘we did our best’
and that’s where we’re at right now, none of us could have worked
any harder. We’re ready for major sleep-fest now.” However,
there’s no rest for the wicked. The All.I.Can World Tour is no
walk in the park, and numerous side projects still keep these lads
awake well into the wee hours.
So, although vampires have been known to hibernate for
months, years even, I’m convinced the Sherpas crew are not
soulless bloodsuckers who cast no shadow or reflection. However,
vampires do not show up in photographs or film, so behind the
camera would be the perfect place to hide...

*The Sherpas work with Native Energy in Vermont whereby all
commercial travel (helis, airplanes, cat-hours, snowmobiles, etc.)
is tracked and compensated by the purchase of carbon off-sets
from Native Energy.
Top: The next generation of local rippers in Greenland. DAVE MOSSOP PHOTO.
Middle: Callum Pettit eyeballs James Heim at Freshfield Icefield, Alberta.
DAVE MOSSOP PHOTO. Bottom: Filming Callum Pettit at Island Lake Cat
Skiing, BC. MALCOLM SANGSTER PHOTO.
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For more details on All.I.Can, including how to purchase, hit up
sherpascinema.com

Base Camp Never
Felt so Good
Coast Blackcomb Suites is located slopeside on Blackcomb
Mountain, offering a unique lodge-style setting in Whistler.
Your Coast Blackcomb Suites stay includes:

Complimentary buffet breakfast
Spacious suites with full kitchens
Ski In/ Ski Out access
Authentic Mountain Experience

COASTBLACKCOMBSUITES.COM
1-800-783-8133
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SquamiSh...

TherapeuTiCS
www.squamishtherapeutics.com
massage Therapy, acupuncture, Naturopathic Care
Occupational Therapy, Yoga Therapy.
Online booking available on your schedule.

604 567 2666
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By Alex Gabriel

Nighttime at Britannia.

Ethereal clouds slip down Goat Ridge and Mount Sheer, hovering above
the unincorporated community of Britannia Beach before creeping out
over Howe Sound.
By day, shafts of sunlight pierce through, revealing glimpses of a
serene and storied landscape that seems to breathe with a life of its own.
The tree-covered slopes and sparkling water provide a spectacular backdrop to the Mill 3 building, an impressive icon of the copper mine that
gave Britannia its reason for being and sustained the town for decades.
That same mine, and the mountains it bores into, give Britannia
its ghosts. Just after midnight on March 21, 1915, an avalanche swept
through the mine’s high camp. It claimed the lives of 56 men, women
and children and injured many others. Some bodies were never recovered
and over the years residents have claimed to see the spectres of children
playing tag in the forest at night.
A safer townsite was constructed lower on the mountain but in
1921 heavy rains and runoff triggered a collapse at the portal of a new
mining shaft. Two men trapped underground were rescued after nine
days of searching. A thankful community celebrated but that night,
October 28, a massive flood devastated the Beach community, killing
37 and injuring 15.

Some bodies were never recovered and over the
years residents have claimed to see the spectres
of children playing tag in the forest at night.

One small section of hundreds of kilometres of mineshafts throughout Britannia.

But times weren’t always so hard. Producing ore since 1904, accessible only by steamship until 1956, the Britannia Mining and Smelting
Company provided ample amenities and luxuries for the hardworking
miners and their families including schools, churches, a hospital, library,
barbershop and movie theatre. With 2000 residents divided between
the townsite on Mount Sheer and the Beach, life was good for Britannia
residents – they even had heated swimming pools.
“It was vibrant and quite luxurious compared to some remote mining
camps,” says Jane Iverson, Assistant Curator at the Britannia Mine Museum. Since moving here nearly 35 years ago, Iverson has experienced a
great sense of community. “You hear the same expressions. Nobody ever
locked their doors. Everyone looked after everyone else’s children.
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Left: Hunting above Howe Sound. Above: Near Mountain Lake Hut, above Mt. Sheer townsite.

And whenever there was a disaster the community really pulled together and they got
through it.”
By 1974 the Britannia ore was depleted. On November 1 of that year the final
shift of 55 men began with a three-minute-long requiem blast. What remained were 210
kilometres of mining tunnels, some derelict buildings, polluted land and water, a few
lingering spirits and dim prospects.

A stepladder appeared from nowhere pressed up against the
washing machine, and one of Linda’s paintbrushes flew down
the hall toward her when she was home alone painting.
Britannia Beach back in the day.

Company ambulances in front of mill building.

Machine shop, built in 1908.
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Though the Britannia Mine Museum opened in 1971, times were hard; the mine had
leached toxic runoff known as acid rock drainage into Howe Sound, creating the most
contaminated historic mine site in North America.
Eventually the provincial government stepped in with funding for infrastructure and
improvements and in 2003 MacDonald Development began rebuilding the community.
Today, with a $20 million water treatment facility in place to clean up pollution, Britannia
is a model for reclamation and environmental restoration. Fall of 2011 even saw salmon
spawning in Britannia Creek, something that hasn’t happened in over 80 years. For
Britannia Beach, a new era has begun.
Yet some believe the spirits of those lost still linger in the halls and hills of the quiet
community. There are stories – cuckoo clocks suddenly tick-tocking accurate time after
years of silence, or the swish of a velvet cloak felt from behind. Some see glimpses of an
elegant lady in an old-fashioned dress sliding down the hall of the Customs House Art
Gallery, occasionally making loud banging noises. There have even been reports of
a ghost cat that would wind itself around employees’ legs in the kitchen of the Galileo
Coffee Company café, once a home for mining managers.
Ten-year resident Linda O’Keefe hadn’t experienced anything unusual until she
moved into a 50-year-old house on Lower Crescent. Lights switched on and off, a
stepladder appeared from nowhere pressed up against the washing machine, and one of
Linda’s paintbrushes flew down the hall toward her when she was home alone painting.
Another day a heavy water glass shot across a sturdy pine table, fell off the edge and
shattered, startling Linda and her partner, Justin LaMarche. “We just looked at each
other because there was no explanation and it was so forceful,” she says. “No one was
near the glass.”
When Linda asked other locals about the possibility of ghosts the reply was a bit
surprising: “Well, of course. All the time. We’re used to them.”
Carol Simonovic concurs. She’s heard big work boots stomping outside her store,
Earthly Crystals & Gifts. Even though miner “George” has also slammed the door, she
claims he’s not angry or malevolent.

steaks l Pastas l Pizza l Ribs l Desserts l Gluten-Free Options

SN OWMOBILE ADVENTURES

We use sustainably harvested produce, meat and seafood whenever possible.

Open 5 pm to 10 pm 7 days a week
Visit us during the weekend for breakfast (8 a.m. -3 p.m.)
and 100 Mile Inspired Menu

SNOWMOBILE

see WebsIte FOR all sPecIals anD eVents: www.thenestrest.com

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS 604 898 4444
41340 Government Rd in Eagle Run Village

WE DARE YOU

An underground mine can
be a dark and scary place.
Don’t worry, we’ll guide
you through.
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Sensing a darker energy emanating from one corner of her shop,
Carol discovered from First Nations people that Haida warriors had attacked a village here long ago. “It was a massacre,” she says. Sensing the
spirit was a witness or victim of the raid, Carol spoke words of acknowledgement hoping to release it. She felt it leave, and it hasn’t returned.
Montreal-based paranormal investigator Patrick Zakhm chases
ghost stories all over the world and was impressed with the “intense
ghost vibes” he felt after a 2010 visit. “Britannia Beach seems to be full
of ghosts,” he wrote in his blog. “I rarely came across anybody there
who didn’t have a ghost story to share.”
		

Carol discovered from First Nations people that
Haida warriors had attacked a village here long
ago. “It was a massacre,” she says.
Above: Britannia Beach, aka “The Beach”. Below: Miner’s quarters, Incline Camp, 1938.

Zakhm says we’re all born with the ability to sense ghosts, “since we all
come from the same plane, the spirit world.” If you’re lucky, you might
tune in to the right vibrations and find mostly harmless spirits, unaware
that they’re stuck in time.
The remaining residents of Britannia, the living ones, are a friendly,
tight-knit community. “This place definitely has a spirit,” says Jane
Iverson. “It’s a special place for a lot of people, and it’s hard to leave.”
For wandering ghosts looking for a suitable place to hang out, artist
Danuta Rogula is creating a haunted attic in the Customs House Art
Gallery with a spooky cast of characters that so far includes the coffin
and remains of a Victorian bride, a monster spider weaving a web around
its prey, mysterious puppets, a Gypsy fortune teller and a dead author
slumped over a typewriter waiting for more ghost stories to unfold.

For a link to Patrick Zakhm’s blog post about his Britannia Beach ghost
hunt (with a bonus Squamish chapter) go to the “In this Issue” tab at
cm.mountainlifemag.ca
Below: The Mill Building, or Mill 3, pre-2005 restoration. DAGAN BEACH PHOTO.
All other photos courtesy BRITANNIA MINE MUSEUM.
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For a more detailed look at Britannia Beach check out the Mine Museum,
open daily, or check out bcmm.ca

voted whistler’s best tapas since 2004

BREAKFAST
LUNCH
DINNER
WINE BAR
MARTINIS

urban tapas lounge
AT THE SUMMIT LODGE, 4359 MAIN STREET
WHISTLER VILLAGE NORTH
604 932-5569

FUN
CASUAL
ECCLECTIC
INNOVATIVE
TAPAS FROM $7

elements

relax and enjoy a natural pizza baked in a primitive wood fired oven

tuesday night is benefit night
come support our local
non-profit organizations
Dine In and Take Out
Free Parking!
604 905 6666 www.creekbread.com
2021 Karen Cres. Whistler, BC behind the Husky in Creekside Lodge

experience a meal prepared with organic produce, free range chicken, and nitrate
free meats. all of our major ingredients are made in house and cooked in a wood
fire cauldron or in a hand built wood burning earthen oven.
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a force of nature

Liquid snow…
tourismtofino.com
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The Food Chain in Action
A culinary surf adventure on BC’s West Coast

By Bryson Robertson
We had simple goals: To escape the city and find our own piece of
solitude, to forage our food, and surf till our bodies quit. As day three’s
yellow morning filters into my tent it feels like my body is ready to quit.
My arms, stomach and back muscles are sore, stiff and tender.
Two days of constant paddling in overhead surf combined with sleeping on beach stones transforms the simple act of sitting up to extricate
myself from the sleeping bag into a Herculean task. Tentatively poking my
woolen head out of the tent I am greeted by a grey, drizzling and overcast
morning. Welcome to the West Coast.
The breaking surf is smaller but I spot a large, lone wolf cruising
the low tide reef flats. She wanders between tide pools and kelp patches,
pawing and sniffing at shellfish and other dietary items of interest, always
mindful to occasionally stand tall and eye up our two tents pitched in the
lee of the point.
Morning also reveals a large salal-berry-infused bear deposition just
metres from the camp. Yesterday after returning from the water we found
our bar of surf-wax pocked with the indentation of numerous small teeth.
On the BC coastline you don’t have to stray too far off to get a good
glimpse of the food chain in action.
With a boat, a VHF marine radio and some good rain gear the
accessibility and close proximity of true wilderness solitude on the West
Coast rivals almost anywhere else on the planet. Over the past few days
the surf breaking along the reef had inspired surfing gluttony – worldclass waves, pure, long, and steep-walled, with just myself and two
friends to share them. The cold water, inclement weather and deep thick
coastal forests in BC result in a truly unique surfing experience. Sure,
it requires a little more dedication to access, but the cold and exercise
inspire a hunger that will wait for no man. This morning’s smaller swell
means it’s time to stay ashore and rustle up some food.

Fresh trout. The beginning of another great foraged meal. BRYSON ROBERTSON
PHOTO. Top: The author, cracking one off the top during the main pulse of the swell.
SCOTT NAYSMITH PHOTO.
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Above: Scott Naysmith warms his toes, post
sunset surf. BRYSON ROBERTSON PHOTO.
Left: The blessings of exploring a little
further than everyone else. Sunshine,
perfect waves and no other surfers within a
hundred kilometres. MIKE BLAKE PHOTO.
Below: Andrew Naysmith heads in for lunch
while seagulls fight for low-tide snacks.
SCOTT NAYSMITH PHOTO.

In order to truly forage an entire diet directly from the wilds on the
edge of the continent would require a lifetime of knowledge. However, the
bounty of the land and sea is widely apparent, even to amateur huntergatherer types. The near-incessant coastal rain results in a multitude of
freshwater streams exiting the forest en route to the sea. Many of these
streams are reasonably undisturbed trout habitats and a quiet and patient
fisherman armed with nothing more than a piece of line and decent
spinner is able to fish up a trout feast in short order.
When the ocean breathes in, drawing the water off the coastal reefs,
hungry foragers will be almost tripping over mussels, urchins, sea cucumbers and crab in the low-tide pools. Mussels can be boiled or grilled
(only eat those which open widely and reveal themselves to you when
cooked), crab steams properly in just minutes, urchins are chopped in
half and eaten raw. Sea asparagus (Salicornia Virginica, easily collected
on the inner coasts and more protected bays) steamed with butter and
garlic makes an incredible addition to any meal. Foraging Rule #1: Never
leave home without butter and garlic. Pack them directly into the first aid/
safety equipment.
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Salal berries are probably the easiest thing to find out here. The
dark blue berries can be eaten fresh, act as an appetite suppressant,
and can also be saved for making jams or preserves after returning to
civilization. First Nations ceremonies often included these tasty berries
pickled or as dried cakes. Foraging Rule #2: Head down to the bookstore
and do some research. Everything has a season and staying within the
guidelines will not only ensure sustainability but also your continuing
health. For example, during a red tide, shell fish are known to build up
low levels of saxitoxin, which is one of the most potent toxins known to
scientists, and can potentially be fatal.
Sitting on huge storm-driven logs and watching perfect little waves
peel down the reef while the campfire heat thaws post-surf toes is as
peaceful and pure an experience as one can find. The scent of fresh foraged seafood wafts across the beach. We had simple goals, but they’ve
proven incredibly satisfying. We escaped, we surfed and we sustained
ourselves. Realizing that we will not see another person for days only
makes it all that much better.

SEA TO SKY
FLY FISHING
FISHING All FOUR SEASONS

TROUT
SALMON
STEELHEAD

“We’ll get you out there.”
604.563.5556 www.seatoskyfly.com
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Stefan Gimpl, Stikine Valley, BC. HANS CHRISTIAN GULSVIK PHOTO.
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Self- portrait, Whistler BC. NIC TEICHROB PHOTO.
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Mark Abma, Pemberton BC. BRYN HUGHES PHOTO.
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Gavin Duffell, Place Falls, Birken BC. LORNE WARBURTON PHOTO.
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JF Fortin, Whistler Backcountry. JUSSI GRZNAR PHOTO.
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keygear

It’s good to get out into the mountains alone, to escape the hustle and reconnect with the
important stuff. But just because you’re alone in the Coast Mountains in winter, doesn’t
mean you have to be cold or uncomfortable. Good gear is the difference between finding
peace and solitude, or being cold and miserable.
G3 Highball Skis & Onyx Bindings
($775 & $500)
If you’re touring without proper bindings,
you’d better be traveling alone or else
everyone else will laugh at you. North
Vancouver-based G3 makes the Onyx
bindings out of lightweight, forged aerospace aluminum for strength and stability without added weight. Slap these
suckers on a pair of G3 Highballs (their
biggest ski, perfect for bombing around
the Coast Mountains) with some nice fat
G3 skins and get both up and down in
record speeds. genuineguidegear.com

Smith Optics Vantage Helmet & Evolve
Googles ($180 & $164)
When you’re out on your own, safety is even more
important and knocking your head off on a lowhanging tree branch would suck. The low-profile
Vantage helmet integrates seamlessly with the
Evolve I/O goggles to prevent fogging and ensure
you see those branches coming. Smith Optics
pretty much invented the sealed-lens ski goggle
back in the ‘60s and they continue to push the
envelope today. smithoptics.com

Scarpa Skookum Boots ($719)
Your feet are your life when alone in
the backcountry so a warm, supportive
4-buckle boot with an intuition liner and
interchangeable walk or ski tongues is a
definite must. Charge hard, walk fast –
these boots will get you there. scarpa.com

Camelbak Highwire 25 Pack ($105) Even on
the lightest solo mission you need a pack. This
streamlined 25L beauty has a 3L water reservoir
as well as pole and ice axe mounts. The pocket in
the cargo belt holds your treats and everything is
lifetime guaranteed. Camelbak’s got your back.
camelbak.com

GSI Pinnacle Soloist Cook Set ($24)
GSI claims it all starts with a little pot and this
is the littlest cook pot they make. Designed with
solo trips in mind, this pot is also a mug, an
insulated bowl and it comes with a little spork.
Crush proof, lightweight, backcountry gourmet.
gsioutdoors.com

Outdoor Research Highland Bivy Sack ($159)
Some people call them “nylon coffins” but bivy sacks
are the lightest, most efficient shelter for solo missions.
The Highland is waterproof, breathable and has a
single pole to keep the ceiling off your face. At just
two pounds, the Highland is a perfect home away from
home. outdoorresearch.com
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Cascade Designs NEOAIR Thermarest
($140) It weighs 14 ounces, packs into the size of
a water bottle and is the warmest, comfiest sleeping pad going, due to a triangular internal truss
system and a nifty heat-reflective barrier. Five days
in the hills is a lot more fun when you sleep well.
cascadedesigns.com

North Face Tundra Sleeping Bag ($259)
Being alone doesn’t have to mean sleeping cold.
The Climashield synthetic-insulated Tundra is
rated to -29 ºC and it has a big cushy draft collar to keep things snug. The chest pocket and
glow-in-the-dark zipper pull are pretty cool too.
thenorthface.com

W E S T

C O A S T

F I N E

A R T

MARK RICHARDS
GALLERY
SN OWMOBILE ADVENTURES

An artist owned and operated
gallery featuring original works.
Meet the ar tist daily.

CANADIAN YUKON BREAKFAST
SNOWMOBILE ADVENTURE!

w w w.markrichardsgaller y.com
604.932.1911 | Hilton Whistler Resort and Spa

SERVING WHISTLER SINCE 1989

• Heated Self Storage
• Inside & Outside Unite
• 24/7 Access to Outside Units
• 24 hr Surveilliance
• Boxes and Packaging Supplies for Sale
1216 Alpha Lake Rd, Function Junction, Whistler
Call us at 604-938-1313 or toll free
1 800 662 6610 www.whistlerstorage.com
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Westcomb Cayoosh
Sweater & Chrome
Jacket ($260 & $550)
It gets cold and lonely up
in the hills and good layer
of down is like a warm
hug. The Cayoosh is super
lightweight but warm and
sleek, with stretch panels
to ensure freedom of movement. The Chrome jacket
is a waterproof, breathable,
fully stretch outerlayer that
will keep you dry all day.
westcomb.com

Ibex Zepher Long
Johns ($80)
Merino wool is all the rage
these days because it’s
warm, soft and no-stink
even when wet. The Zephers are comfy and warm.
There’s even a fly.
ibex.com

Suunto Core Watch
($299-499)
Time isn’t so important in
the backcountry unless
you are going for a big
summit push but this baby
is a stopwatch, alarm,
countdown, altimeter,
barometer, and compass.
It’s basically a shiny round
supercomputer. In the
winter though you have to
remove your glove to see
it. suunto.com

Icon Irix Headlamp ($39)
A bit more Space-Age looking, the Irix has an
adjustable dial to control just how much light you
need (and how much battery you drain). With five
LED bulbs offering a variety of lumens, the light
also detaches from the strap for use in-hand.
You might be alone, but you won’t be alone in the
dark. myiconlight.com
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Princeton Tec Remix Headlamp ($45)
The headlamp revolutionized life in the backcountry,
enabling you to see and use both hands at the
same time. The Remix combines 4 LED bulbs to
provide a long-range spotlight option or close-up
flood. It’s versatile, takes 3 AAAs, weighs almost
nothing, and rotates 180º so it’s never upside
down. princetontec.com

Icebreaker Eclipse Hood & Crewe
($140 & $120)
Icebreaker is the master of Merino wool. The
Eclipse Hood and Crewe continue Icebreaker’s
longstanding tradition of producing the best
baselayer. They are warm and light and thin and
comfy. Icebreaker sheep say: “Ewe” will love these
sweaters. icebreaker.com

HIGHSPEED INTERNE T NOW AVA I L A B L E I N P E M B E R TO N M E A D O W S

WIRELESS
INTERNET
basewireless.com
+ NEW INTERNET PHONE SERVICE
+ Call now for Pemberton installations
+ WiFi for laptops and phones
+ locally owned and operated
+ 24/7 fast friendly support
+ Commercial and residential services

Connect to any basewireless WiFi network
in over 100 locations in Whistler, Squamish
and Pemberton.

support@basewireless.com

1.866.718.0516 604.932.9847
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local picks
Burton Nug Snowboard
“Burton pushes the boundaries once again. Agile, stable and poppy
the Nug features a unique shape and design that maximizes the effective edge allowing for a shorter board. You can ride a stick that’s
8-10 cm shorter than your regular ride and yet spinning, jibbing and
turning are all enhanced. Try it for yourself, guaranteed fun.”
GT, Showcase Snowboards Surf & Skate Shop, Whistler Village.
Showcasesnowboards.com
The North Face Spineology Jacket
“This jacket is athlete-inspired and designed to handle all conditions.
It’s waterproof, breathable and is at the front end of a revolution signaling the arrival of a generation of hard-charging skiers and riders who
redefine what’s possible. It’s a technical performance piece that’s,
simply put, built for Whistler.”
Harry, The North Face Store, Whistler Village.
Whistlerblackcomb.com/stores
Surefoor Contoura X2 Liner
“The result of 25 years of boot fitting experience the X2 Custom Line
will change the way you think about ski boots. NO more cold and
painful feet. No more generic liners built for everyone. Now you can
have liners built specifically for you. Using the latest technology and
materials the new X2 Liner can be either an integral part of the new
Surefoot custom ski boot, or used in your current shells to make your
old boots feel new again.”
Sarah, Surefoot. Whistler Village. Surefoot.com
Prior All Mountain Freestyle (AMF) Snowboard
“Rip the whole mountain with confidence and speed with the AMF.
Features include a twin-tip freestyle shape, a stable freeride flex and
hybrid rocker that provides float in the pow yet still rails the hardpack
and groomers. Built and tested right here in Whistler, the AMF is one
board that does it all and is also available as a splitboard for those
who prefer their powder lines less traveled.”
Dean, Prior Skis and Snowboards. Whistler. Priorsnow.com
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#1 salon & stylists 2003 - 2009

BONUS #1
Buy 1 XL
4 Topping
Pizza & get

2 L Pop &
Garlic Bread

Specializing in Creative Colour
& Advanced Cutting

Award

SLICEthe BONUS #2

Winning Stylists
OPEN 7 DAYS & Late Nights

FREE

PIZZA by
$3.15

Buy 1 LG

SEATING FOR EAT IN | TAKE-OUT

4 Topping
Pizza & get

a Caesar
Salad

#202 – 1010 Alpha Lake Rd, Function Junction

FREE

www.goodhairday.ca

Please mention this ad
to receive bonuses

Whistler

Now carrying men’s and
women’s eco-fashions.

HEMP • BAMBOO • ORGANIC COTTON
SOY • REUSED MATERIALS
On the Whistler Village Stroll, next to Garfs

604 938 1420
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Waxing philosophical
By Paddy Kaye
Photos by Nic Teichrob
It’s mid-season in any real ski town, snowing moderately. Night has long since
descended but a beam of light slices from a half buried window down a narrow
street. Inside, a smoky haze and skunky scent hint of suspicious activities, but it’s
just another diehard rider tuning up the boards, prepping for the fluffiest, most
non-wind-affected puke-fest of all time … again.
In the quest for fresh tracks there’s a place where the session begins, and
ends. These places exist in mountain towns all over the globe, tucked away in the
dingiest rooms, the deepest basements, the dankest garages. During the prime
winter months when it’s dark and stormy and the ski lifts aren’t turning, these
crypt-like lairs come to life as their masters descend to wax and tune and be alone
with what’s to come.
The tuning workshop fills an important chunk of downtime for any serious
powder rider. Under bare bulbs, upon dirt or concrete floors, the essential pieces of
the powder assault puzzle are inspected and maintained. Damage happens – rocks
lurk in even the deepest pow pockets – and who doesn’t like to take it a little deep
onto the Village cobblestones after an all-time epic day? Damage, repair, wax on,
wax off – our processes are cyclical, almost natural.
It’s no secret that a well-tuned ski or snowboard will outperform an untuned
one in any conditions. A fresh, smooth and semi-sharp steel edge combined with a
well-maintained base reduces friction on the snow and adds to the overall experience.
A perfect wax/snow match saves energy and prolongs the life of your gear and any
resort lapper knows that more glide on low-grade cat-roads gets you to the next
stash first. It’s a science; it’s alchemy.
And every scientist needs a lab. Amidst dried wax scrapings and the stained
metal of a twice-recycled iron, some labs provide a glimpse to the past through
posters, stickers and retired gear clinging to the rafters, waiting, hoping for just one
more day in the elements.
There are legendary tuning shops in hostels and hotels deep in the mountains
of every ski-crazed community – real businesses where the craft is always being perfected. Commercial success drives innovation but in the garages and the basements
it’s the mad scientists who reap the true rewards: fresh tracks, time and time again.
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Locally owned and operated since 1987

Hilton Whistler Resort Tel: 604 932 6225
Also at: Delta Whistler Village Suites Tel: 604 905 6225
Aspens on Blackcomb Tel: 604 932 5013

www.SummitSport.com
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CONFIDENT
WHEN IT
MATTERS

Helly Hansen Granville
766 Granville
Helly Hansen Whistler
Village Stroll & Westin Resort

Helly Hansen: The choice of professional
athletes for staying dry, warm and protected.
Aurelien Ducroz / Freeride World Champion 2011 & 2009
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Amy Hazeldine
By Feet Banks
For some artists inspiration simply falls from the sky but for Pemberton-based potter Amy
Hazeldine it juts straight up. Her potters wheel sits under a large window in a little wood
cabin that’s literally across the road from the towering, 2591-metre massif of Mount Currie.
“The mountain plays a huge role,” Hazeldine says. “That’s why I have the wheel where it
is, to sit there with the sun coming in and the most spectacular scenery to look up at.”
The 34-year-old artist/rockclimber/mother of two named her space Sünna Studio. “It’s
an Icelandic word for ‘Sun’,” she explains. “The studio is quiet and it has the right colours
and it’s bright. I need that, that calm. Once I get out here I almost always feel inspired and
the space creates that.”
Across the room rows of unglazed, individually hand-crafted coffee mugs and cappuccino
cups line a floor-to-ceiling rack. Out back sits a kiln that fires to around 2400ºC.
“That’s about equivalent to a volcano,” Amy says. “The gas kiln is really nice because I
can starve it of oxygen to manipulate the glaze, which is essentially just mineral and rock that
has been melted into glass.”
Combining the passion of an artist with the precision of an alchemist and the unexpected
mystery of fire, Amy “throws” her clay to create the perfect blend of design and function. To
finish a single cup can take a month, because she has to make enough of them to fill the kiln
before she fires it.
“Kilns are a mystery,” Amy says. “They are very temperamental and they take a lot of
learning to understand the momentum of the heat – how quickly it rises and how flames lick
around the contents will change the surface of the pieces. How you pack the kiln will affect
how it works.”
Packed mostly with playful cappuccino cups, burly coffee mugs, and function-designed
rice bowls Amy’s kiln is always exciting to crack open. “Sometimes I find magic in there I
didn’t expect,” she says. “A piece that turned so silver it looks more like metal than pottery.
It’s not random – I know it will happen – just not all the details of where or how.”
She laughs, but the seven-year Sea to Sky resident’s pieces sell in stores throughout
Vancouver and the corridor, and they don’t stay on the shelves long. “I like to make functional
stuff with a sense of ceremony behind it,” Amy says. “Coffee is a ritual for many people, or
dragon bowls with chopsticks.” Her sake sets define elegance.
Mount Currie. TODD LAWSON PHOTO.
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Left: Sünna Studio. Middle: “Fire in the hole!” The Kiln. Right: Waiting for Swayze. Amy at the potter’s wheel.

Hazeldine was born in Nova Scotia and holds a business degree and a Masters in Environmental Studies from schools in Ontario. She moved out west to climb, “Right after school.
Lived in a van in Squamish, met Kirk and that was it. I’m not even a skier, I hate winter, I hate
the cold, and I have gone and fallen in love with a mountain guide.”
‘Kirk’ is Kirk Becker, a local heliski guide and male model. Amy admits she tries to ski
with her man as much as possible, “but it is not my passion, mostly I just get in the studio
and crank the heat and forget it’s winter.”
She also takes care of the kids. Amy and Kirk have a three-year-old and a newborn so
the little studio behind the house with the epic view of Mount Currie truly is a sanctuary.
One from which Amy can handcraft up to 1000 pieces in a single winter, her less productive
season.
“In the summer I get a break from the kids so I work a lot and garden a lot. I love to
garden, I love pulling weeds. It plays on my perfectionism. In the studio sometimes I’ll make
just mugs for months, and work on the evolution of the handle. With glaze, you meticulously
weigh out the little powdered metals. I’ve spent months at a time just mixing up 700 different
recipes to get the right glaze and that perfect finish.”

“The gas kiln is really nice because I can starve it of
oxygen to manipulate the glaze, which is essentially just
mineral and rock that has been melted into glass.”
Amy keeps little tile samples of each glaze recipe and has boxes of early mugs where
the handle is “wrong.” She studied pottery for a year at the Kootenay School of Arts in Nelson, BC, “But then we found this property in Pemby so I forfeited the final year of school.”
For two acres at the base of Mount Currie, that’s a fair trade to make. As Amy and Kirk
settled in and transformed the windowless “guest cottage” into a studio, Amy apprenticed
under legendary Whistler potter and icon Vincent Massey.
“And now I learn on my own,” she says, gesturing around the studio. “I feel very lucky
to have this amazing space at the start of my career. Most potters have a dark, little room in
their basement.”
Would a basement be more susceptible to ghosts, I ask, like in the movie Ghost? Has
she ever seen Patrick Swayze lurking around Sünna? “I’ve never seen a ghost,” Amy replies,
“but every single person asks me that, after they hear what I do. However, Kirk does likes to
dress up like Patrick Swayze, and….”
She breaks into laughter, kidding. No ghosts at Sünna Studio, just an artist, a family,
and a mountain.

Amy says a good potter is “someone who is able to spend a lot of time by themselves in a really small
area. Someone who can let their mind wander.” PHOTOS COURTESY OF AMY HAZELDINE.
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SN OWSHOEADVENTURES

SNOWSHOE
CARLETON LODGE BELOW THE LONGHORN SALOON

All-Season
Adventure Gear
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Beside Nester’s Market in Squamish Station
604 892 9092
squamish@vpo.ca
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JENNER

604 905 9589

MEREDITH

604 905 2843

claRk

604 905 9064

In the business
of building
a better home
• Built Green™ builder and Renomark™ Renovator
• Four time winner and nine time Georgie® Award Finalist
• Insulspan ® , Structurally Insulated Panel dealer

604.932.3618 rdcfinehomes.com
FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK OR TWITTER
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Murray’s Place

Solitude and function (and perhaps party-ability) drive this North Vancouver redesign

By Kate MacLennan
Murray Siple’s place is halfway up Grouse Mountain, perched to
enjoy an arresting view of Vancouver but feel a million miles away
from it. A 1950s-era rancher, it sits on a third of an acre at the end of
a small cul-de-sac, pressed against a lush ravine.
“Sometimes the clouds sit right there on the patio,” says Murray,
seated at his kitchen table, as he gestures beyond the commercialgrade floor-to-ceiling sliding doors to a space that has a barbecue,
dining table and umbrella. It looks like an ideal outside room when the
sun shines, yet it’s not hard to imagine the house being completely
socked in by heavy Pacific clouds and thick rainforest mist.
The line between being inside and outside is very blurry at
Murray’s place, but what is clear is that when you’re indoors, toasty
beside either of the two fireplaces, nature never feels far away. This
isn’t a coincidence. Nothing in Murray’s house is a coincidence –
so when it feels like you could pet the coyote skulking across his
backyard from your seat on his custom-designed, leather living room
couch, it’s because Murray designed it that way.
Fall/Winter 2011
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He spent many days hanging out in the
empty house so he could see how the light
moved around it as the seasons changed.

That Murray found the property is nothing short of a real estate
miracle. He was looking for a one-storey home on a flat lot on a flat
street with a city view but in a green belt that afforded him a lot of
privacy – in North Vancouver.
It took two years to find the place, then one more before moving
in. Murray is an award-winning filmmaker as well as a former Emily
Carr student with a warm personality and fierce artistic drive. He
spent many days hanging out in the empty house so he could see
how the light moved around it as the seasons changed.
He was also trying to figure out how to gut the house to make
it possible for him to live there completely alone: no small feat for a
guy who is tetraplegic due to a car accident, and will be confined to
a wheelchair until science has a stem-cell breakthrough. For Murray,
there was no Plan B.
“I’m an artist, I work randomly. I work on a weird schedule. I
don’t work. I work all the time,” Murray says. “I get hammered some
nights and party with my friends. I have to live alone because I can’t
schedule someone [to help me] and if I was going to hang out here
with my friends then the focus couldn’t be on the wheelchair.”
Murray was referred to Russell Acton, Principal at Acton Ostry
Architects, and though Acton usually designs multi-family dwellings
and institutional buildings, he didn’t hesitate to jump on board with
the project.
“In terms of [wheelchair] accessible products everything looks
bad, but we quickly figured out that besides grab bars that look like
towel racks and a lift in the master bathroom, he didn’t really need
that stuff,” recalls Acton. “Murray would tell us things that drove him
crazy and then we’d design around it.”
The accessible touches in the house blend seamlessly with
the Hollywood Hills-style makeover that Murray chose for it. Rooms
transition seamlessly from one to another. There isn’t a cupboard,
counter or appliance that Murray can’t reach or operate when alone.
He had furniture custom-designed to make transferring from his chair
easy, and left enough space around every piece so that he can roll
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There’s no place like home.

Danielle MENZEL
Pemberton’s Local Real Estate Connection

LivePemberton.com

Phone: 604.698.5128 | Fax: 604.894.5176
TF: 1.877.242.2448 | danielle@wrec.com

®

Whistler, BC
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The renovation wasn’t just a success in the
independence and solitude it affords; the
house is a visual masterpiece.
past any able-bodied person without asking them to move or watch
their feet. Patches of plush carpet, skylights and box windows break
up the relentlessness of the home’s long, modern lines, and a couple
of the windows are lowered to match Murray’s perspective. The
renovation wasn’t just a success in the independence and solitude it
affords; the house is a visual masterpiece.
For Murray, though, it sometimes feels like a gilded cage. “It’s
only 2,700 square feet, and the second I leave here I’m in trouble.
So it’s a bit of a trap, unfortunately. That’s awkward to say because
I’m super proud of [the house] but sometimes I have to force myself
to appreciate it. I think I designed it with my able-bodied mind,” he
confesses.
His words are a reminder that he can’t just get up and walk out
the front door, because what’s really cool is that when you hang at
Murray’s place with him, that’s easy to forget.
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MEADOW PARK
SPORTS CENTRE

Located 5mins north of the village. Alpine/Emerald bus stops at the front door.

604 935 PLAY (7529) whistlerisrecreation.com

Recreation Management
Strategies for all seasons

Whistler’s Adventure Playground

SKI TOURING l SNOWSHOEING l XC SKIING
BACKCOUNTRY DINING, LODGING & SAUNA

ALL-INCLUSIVE PACKAGES
from
per
person

$169

Photos: Todd Hellinga
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THE SKY IS THE LIMIT.
OPEN EVERY DAY.

www.whistlerbungee.com
604.938.9333
bookings@whistlerbungee.com
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film
He was cut off from the comprehension of his surroundings.
He could not understand because he was too far and could not
remember because he was travelling in a land beyond memory.
The rest of the world was nowhere - swept off without leaving
a whisper or a shadow behind.
The land had taken him, cradled him, got into his veins,
consumed his flesh, and sealed his soul to its own by the
inconceivable ceremonies of some crude initiation.
And yet it seemed to throw a bright kind of light.
For he alone had made that last stride, he alone had stepped over
the edge. And perhaps that is the whole difference; perhaps all
the wisdom, and all truth, and all sincerity, are just compressed
into that inappreciable moment of time in which we step
over the threshold of the invisible.
– Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness

Mountains,
Wisdom, Life.

HIROYUKI YAMADA PHOTO.

Solitaire, the seminal new film by Sweetgrass Productions,
captures South America in the raw
By Todd Lawson
A harsh winter wind whips across the terrain, ruffling freshly-cut sheep hides hung over a
barbed-wire fence, dancing amongst wild grass. A gravelly voice, as raw as the landscape,
introduces the scene.
“It had closed around them, all of that mysterious life of the wilderness; that stirs in the desert, in the mountains, in the hearts of wild men. They had to live in the midst of the incomprehensible. In this massive darkness, we survive in the flicker of a distant fire.”
The dialogue comes not from the mind of the narrator, but from the pages of Heart of
Darkness, Joseph Conrad’s legendary 1902 novella. The producers of Solitaire, a two-yearsin-the-making epic in which the landscape becomes the main character in the film, found
Conrad’s prose reflected their cinematic ideas while on a voyage in the Peruvian Amazon.
“Initially Western cinema was a big inspiration for the project,” says Sweetgrass producer
and cinematographer Mike Brown. “And from those films we became interested in the relationship between man and landscape, and the idea of man/woman as a traveller dwarfed by the
massive scale and permanence of the natural world. We found the text extremely resonant with
our ideas, but in the meantime we were hoping to use the voices of South American authors
and poets to express our ideas about nature, hardship, discovery and solitude.”
In the film, the soul of the south is revealed through long, slow shots of people connecting
with the vast South American wilderness.
Skiers rip lonely lines under the massive, looming spires of the Andes. Snowboarders carve
delicate turns out of a desolate, windswept landscape. The power of nature blankets the terrain
as if on a mission to cover the continent in a massive sheet of white.
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“We were really interested in conveying the sense of man’s journey away from
civilization and back to the landscape,” says Brown. “Within the challenges
and hardships of such a journey it seems we gain a greater sense of our
connection to the landscape, an awareness of our relative insignificance and
also a clarified awareness of self. All of these concepts are very similar to the
ideas found in Heart of Darkness, and in the raw beauty of Conrad’s words we
realized a perfect way to communicate with our audience.”
Showcasing the talents of Whistler locals Eliel Hindert, Austin Ross and
Squamish mountaineer Trevor “TDawg” Hunt, the resulting film is a masterful
accomplishment, pushing the story/documentary model of ski movies in a new
direction. It’s one thing to produce a ski film from the tried and true locales of
North American ski resorts and backcountry hotspots but to do so in an unfamiliar continent is another thing altogether.
“The most challenging part was the everyday defeat,” says Solitaire director Nick Waggoner. “Each and every day that I came back to home or tent
or hut I was destroyed. The entire two-year experience was a mental exercise
– how many hurdles can we overcome? Is this possible? It always felt like we
were wrong, or that we messed up, or weren’t doing enough. Every day, for
two years.”
While solitude tends to be romanticized, the Sweetgrass crew learned
to open themselves to the idea that from the mountains comes wisdom. From
wisdom comes life. “When you remove all the elements that anchor you in this
world, in society,” says Waggoner, “right down to your name and the identity
you’ve reinforced for however many years – when you give up all that, you
really are alone, and that’s quite scary.” And profound.

See the trailer and buy the movie: sweetgrass-productions.com/solitaire.html

Above: Stephan Drake, Cerro Torrecillas, Argentina. MICHAEL BROWN PHOTO.
Right: Johnny Collinson, Las Lenas, Argentina. MICHAEL BROWN PHOTO.

They had bone, muscle, a wild vitality, an intense energy of
movement, that was as natural and true as the rock under
their feet.
He was a wanderer on a prehistoric earth, on an earth that
wore the aspect of an unknown planet.
But time is the fire in which we burn. We are but a
fleeting moment, a footprint at the edge of the rising tide.
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Stomp your
landings
Go Big or Go Home… or go to the gym
By Dr. Carla Cupido, Hon.B.Kin., D.C.
To drop the cliff or not to drop the cliff – that is the question. But before you
answer, “Hell yeah!” take a moment to consider how prepared you really are.
Sure, having big cojones helps – and experience, technique and commitment
are critical – but a bit of training to dial in your body awareness and hone the
stability/mobility balance can be the difference between big-air glory and endof-story.

Body Awareness
Body awareness, aka “air sense,” is accomplished by three complementary
systems:
1.

Proprioception – knowing where our body is in space. There are
sensory organs in our muscles and tendons that inform us what angles
our joints are at.

2.

Vestibular System – located in our inner ears, this tells us if we are
inverted and at what angle to the ground our head is positioned.

3.

Vision – helps mark your landings.

Proprioception is the only body awareness system over which we have
control and can therefore train. Dynamic surface training with trampolines,
BOSU Balls, Dyna Discs, foam stability pads and exercise balls help improve
proprioception and will significantly benefit your landings. Performing exercises
like jump squats* onto and off of a BOSU Ball will also force your nervous and
muscular system to become better acquainted and prepare your body to react
more appropriately to the occasional time you do screw up in the air.

Curtis Ciszek, Face Mountain, Pemberton. RUSSELL DALBY PHOTO.
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Stability vs. Mobility
Ankle and Knee Dynamics

When a balance is found between ankle
mobility and knee stability, the knee will better
withstand landing forces and torques, decreasing the risk of knee injury and improving your
stomping skills. (Although it won’t help that
clunky swagger when walking in ski boots.)

The most common injufemur
ries in both skiing and
snowboarding take place
at the knee. Our tall, stiff
ligaments
lateral
Stability vs. Mobility
boots or bindings limit
meniscus
ankle mobility, forcing
Hip and Core Control
the body to compensate
at the next joint up the
When you start to slip, the body naturally
chain – the knee. A
stiffens in order to prevent an awkward fall.
medial
strong knee requires
Let’s say you stick your landing, but it’s ugly.
meniscus
stability from the strucIf the muscles aren’t strong enough, those
tures around it (muscles,
floppy legs and arms have to tighten to comtendons, ligaments) but
pensate, keeping you from going ass over tea
the knee can and will
kettle. You may think that this redistribution of
morph into a more mobile
duties is sweet, but think again:
joint to make up for the fibula
this scenario gives us muscles
restricted ankle. This
tibia
that are both weak and tight.
can lead to ligamentous
And more prone to injury.
and meniscal tears,
Hips require mobility to
never mind unnecessary wear and tear
function at their best but if
shaving years off of your knee’s mountain life.
the muscles around the hip
ligament
Strength-training the muscles that cross
are weak they’ll tighten up,
ANKLE
the knee is important to improve stability. Try
making the hips immobile.
joint
some TRX hamstring curls and hop squats*
Strengthening the muscles
talus
for the major knee movers.
of your backside (and I’m
Mobility work for the ankles is also imnot talking about trick rotaportant – this involves stretching the lower leg
tion) will significantly help
muscles and mobilizing the ankle joints by gasmaintain healthy bodylines
trocnemius, soleus and plantar fascia stretches,
when landing. Busting off a
along with gentle heel-drop mobilizations.*
bunch of squats with a Thera
calcaneum

Band around your knees* will help prevent your
knees dropping midline upon landing.
Immobility in the hips also forces the
core to become hypermobile and weaker (just
like the relationship between the ankle and
the knee) and core strength is essential for
stomping big drops. Consider how much you
use your upper body to position yourself in
the air – the core translates this upper body
movement through to your lower body, ideally positioning your plank(s) for a smooth
touchdown. Then, once you hit the snow,
the core transmits the forces from your lower
body to your upper body to improve landing
control and help you ride away with style. A
stable core also prevents lower back injury and
improves trunk control.
Few things are as satisfying as flying off
big cliffs but if you’ve done the training and
have confidence in your strength and body
awareness, the question won’t be whether
to drop or not to drop, it will be what to drop
next.

Aside from being a doctor with an
alphabet soup of credentials after her name,
Carla also owns Baseline Health in West Vancouver and has tons of other useful information
at baselineheath.ca
*To watch videos produced by Dr. Carla Cupido
on the exercises listed above, go to mountainlifemag.ca and click “Magazine – In this
Issue”.
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“Whoever is delighted in solitude is either
a wild beast or a god.” - Francis Bacon Sr.
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